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Winter wonderland? 
Rob H. Sklenar/Whonan Staff 
An umbrella didn't offer much protection from Monday's adverse 
weather conditions. Monday's winter storm blanketed the WSU 
campus with what may be the largest amount of snow to fall 
in one day in the past two years resulting in the cancellation of 
classes. 
Winona/Cities 
Today: Partly sunny and 
breezy, warmer 
High 30 to 35 
Low in upper teens 
Thursday: Dry, partly sunny 
High around 35 
Low near 20 
Weekend: Warmer 
High around 40 
Low in 20s 
Chicago 
Today: Slight chance of 
snow or rain 
High near 40 
Low in upper 20s 
Thursday: Dry 
High in low to mid 
40s 
Low in upper 20s 
Weekend: Very slight chance 
of showers 
High in mid 30s 
Low in mid 20s 
Weather 
Moorhead 
KQA14 off the air 
Temporary repairs under way 
By REBECCA A. GEHRTS 
News Editor 
The "sound of silence" isn't sounding too nice these days for the staff 
of Winona State University's radio station, KQAL-FM. The station went 
off the air unexpectedly last Saturday around 9 a.rn., and a permanent 
repair could cost up to $15,000. 
According to station staff member Eric Haas, the motor on thefan that 
cools the station's transmitter went out without warning. That fan keeps 
the unit cool and running. 
"If the fan didn't run, the transmitter would overheat, so it just shuts 
down," he said. 
WSU professor Ajit Daniel, station manager, said the breakdown was 
inevitable. 
'That transmitter was at least 10 years old," he said "It has suc-
cumbed to its age. It has quite honestly outlived its usefulness; this was 
just the last straw." 
Daniel said the transmitter was initially setup for 1000 watts, but had 
been running at 1800 watts. 
"We have changed a lot of parts to improve it, to keep it up to par and 
running at 1800 watts," he said. "But it was running beyond its capabili-
ties." 
Daniel's next step is to search for a new fan, which would cost around 
$700. 
"We will exhaust all possibilities first to get a new fan," he said. 
For now, the stationis sctiling fora band-aid on its wound.Theblioken 
See KCAL, page 3 
State Shorts Graduation 
plan chosen 
By MONTY GILLES 
Asst. News Editor 
Two problems with the computer system slowed 
down the first day of drop/add at Winona State Univer-
sity for nearly four hours last Tuesday, leaving both 
workers and students frustrated. 
At about 9 a.m. a problem with the system was discov-
ered, but it was back in working order around 12:45 p.m., 
according to Stewart Shaw, registrar. 
The problem was that one student's file had reached 
the limit of information that could be stored on the file, so 
the computer quit accepting data for all files, Shaw said. 
TItis problem is rare, but Marty Passe, director of admin-
istrative computing services, said he is trying to deter-
mine a permanent solution. 
In addition, the computer at St. Cloud State Univer-
sity went down for 15 minutes during this time, Passe 
said. WSU's computer is a satellite of the One at St. Cloud. 
Passe said that even though the St. Cloud computer was 
down for only 15 minutes, it slowed the repair time of 
WSU's computerby about two hours because everything 
that had been done up to that point had to be redone. 
During this block of time students were waiting to 
complete their class schedules. 
"We gave the students the estimates the computing 
department gave us on how long it would take to fix, 
Shaw said. "We didn't have our own perception on how 
long it would take." 
Moorhead 	State 
University's president com-
mented on last year's mistletoe 
controversy in the current is-
sue of MSU's student newspa-
per. 
It was reported last year 
during Christmas time that the 
president banned mistletoe in 
department offices and class-
rooms buildings. The story 
gained nationwide attention. 
The president explained 
that he made a statement that 
one specific mistletoe should 
have been taken down because 
one person objected to it. The 
statement was overheard and 
taken to mean that he banned 
all mistletoe. 
Mass registration at MSU 
was slowed downby computer 
problems. The computers were 
off and on throughout the day 
causing some who were sup-
posed to register at 9 a.m. to 
register at 11 a.m. 
St. Paul 
Metropolitan State Univer-
sity has received a three-year 
grant from the Otto Bremer 
Foundation for a project that 
will examine ways to promote 
the hiring of people of color in 
Twin Cities area workplaces. 
The project will begin with a 
pilot program for Hmong-
Americans in St. Paul. 
The grant from the St. Paul-
based philanthropic organiza-
tion will specifically be used to 
fund the staff director's posi-
tion for the university's Work 
Force 2000 Pilot Project, an ef-
fort aimed at providing train-
ing and education for people 
of color, as well as prepare 
employers, labor leaders and 
existing employees to accept 
cultural diversity in the work 
force. 
By REBECCA A. GEHRTS 
News Editor 
Pending approval by President 
Darrell Krueger, a new commence-
ment ceremony may be in store for 
this spring's graduates. 
The proposed 
change would di-
vide commence-
ment into two 
ceremonies, one 
with two colleges 
and the other 
with the remain-
ing three. Both 
would be held in 
McCown Gym-
nasium Saturday, 
May 25, one in the 
morning and one 
in the afternoon. 
The times have 
not been set. 
The commit- 
tee further recom- 
mended that if 
two ceremonies are not feasible, 
guests should be limited to four per 
graduate. 
The commencement committee 
submitted its recommendation to 
Krueger in early November. Accord-
ing to Krueger's office staff, the pro-
posal must go to the various bargain-
ing groups on campus, such as the 
Inter-Faculty Organization (IFO), for 
their input before Krueger will make 
a decision. 
No deadline has been set for the 
decision, but Penny Gresham, dean 
of academic services and enrollment 
management and chair of the corn-
mencement committee, said she 
hopes a decision will be made in early 
Gresham said the change was 
inevitable. 
"We simply could not have what 
we had last year," she said. "There 
was a three-hour ceremony, and 
people were walking out all the time." 
Gresham said another part of the 
recommendation dealt with speak-
ers. 
""We had recommended that there 
By STUART JOHNSON 
Winonan Staff 
Students at Winona State Univer-
sity will be confronted with a five-day 
school week when fall quarter com-
mences next year. 
Under the new system, students will 
attendclasses on either Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays or Tuesdays 
and Thursdays.The days will also be 
longer, with classes running in 67-
minute periods on Mondays, Wednes-
days and Fridays, and in two 50-min-
ute periods on Tuesdays and Thurs-
days. The final class on Mondays and 
Wednesdays will also consist of two 
50-minute periods. 
With this system, classes will run 
be two speakers for each ceremony," 
she said, "one from outside the uni-
versity and one student. They would 
be chosen by student leaders and the 
president, and they would be limited 
to a total of 20 minutes." 
She said the two-ceremony plan 
has some unique 
problems to con-
sider. One is that 
enough time 
must be allowed 
between ceremo-
nies to prepare 
the gym again. 
The plan 
would also in-
convenience 
many people, 
especially staff 
members. 
Gresham said, 
"The president 
and vice presi-
dents would 
have to beat both 
ceremonies. The 
maintenance crews would have to 
work all day to set up for both. The 
registrars office would also have ex-
tra work." 
She said the students, however, 
appear to be in favor of the change. 
Lisa Rainwater, one student member 
of the committee, said she has heard 
nothing negative about the proposal 
from other students. 
"The only things I've heard have 
been positive," she said. "Things like 
'We should have done this 20 years 
ago." 
Gresham also hopes this new plan 
will please students..  
"One thing the students didn't 
want was tickets limiting the number 
guests," she said. 
The committee thinks the two-
ceremony plan would eliminate that 
process. 
"However," Gresham said, "if we 
can't have two ceremonies, then we 
definitely want to have tickets." 
Other action the committee took 
was to propose that the 1992 and 1993 
commencement ceremonies be held 
on Fridays. 
through 5:30 p.m. on Mondays and 
Wednesdays, 4 p.m. on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays and 3:20 p.m. on 
Fridays. 
The change is in reaction to the 
diminishing space at WSU resulting 
from an increase in student popula-
tion and demand for classes. 
Beginning with fall quarter of 
1991; WSU will no longer have the 
space for classrooms and faculty 
offices it currently has at the College 
of St. Teresa. 
The Space Utilization Commit-
tee, comprised of both faculty and 
student members, proposed the 
schedule change after a study found 
that the present four-day week util-
izes only 54% of the available space 
Financial 
aid given 
out early 
By BECKY MILTON 
Winonan Staff 
Financial aid at Winona State 
University is being disbursed on 
Monday, two days earlier than origi-
nally planned. 
"We know students need their 
checks to pay for more than just tui-
tion, so we're trying to get it out to 
them faster," Dave Thorn, accounts 
receivable director, said. 
Some students appreciate the early 
date. 
"It's good that we're paid earlier," 
Sara Pientok, sophomore special 
education/counseling major, said. "I 
can get my classes paid off plus I need 
the money to pay for other stuff." 
Carol Glover, sophomore pre-med 
major, said, "It's better than having to 
wait and it will help get my Christ-
mas shopping done." 
To get the necessary paperwork 
done, the financial aid disbursement 
office will limit its hours today, to-
morrow and Friday. 
"It's the first time ever we have 
had limited hours," Thorn said. 
The office will be open from 7:30 to 
8:30 a.m., noon to 1 p.m. and 4 to 4:30 
p.m. on those days. 
Two additional workers are being 
hired for the three days, and the office 
has eliminated the extra time once set 
aside to correct errors to help speed 
up the process. 
During the time the office is closed, 
students will not be allowed in the 
office, and few phone calls will be 
taken so the staff can process the 
checks. 
"Closing the office may confuse 
some people with questions and 
people who have never gotten finan-
cial aid before, like freshman," Pien-
tok said. "But most students know 
what's going on and just want to get 
their classes paid for." 
The financial aid disbursement 
office will distribute about 3,000 
checks on Monday. Those students 
have until Dec. 12 to pay tuition. 
The office cannot prepare checks 
for disbursement until they come in 
on Wednesday, Thorn said. 
See Disbursement, page 6 
that they need—we are not taking the 
students' concerns under considera-
tiOn." 
However, the majority of the sen-
ate was for the schedule. 
Senior chemistry major Pete Ken-
nedy said, "Many of us students with 
math and science majors already at-
tend five days a week, so the change 
will not really affect us." 
Randal McDowell, a junior politi-
cal science major, added, "I think the 
change is absolutely necessary be-
cause we don't have enough time in a 
50-minute period to completely cover 
given information." 
See Drop/add, page 3 
at WSU. 
The five day school week had to be 
approved by the Student Senate as 
well as the Faculty Senate before 
implementation. Both bodies ap-
proved the proposal in early Novem-
ber. 
In a presentation to the student 
senate, David Bratt, Space Utilization 
Committee member, said, 'We are on 
our way to changing to a semester 
system, and that is certainly going to 
involve a five-day week schedule." 
Student senator and member of 
the committee, Ann Burfeind, added, 
"Attending classes three days a week 
will give a student a day break in be-
tween a class, affording him the op-
portunity for more study time as well 
as greater potential for group projects 
to be implemented and to be success-
ful." 
Bratt also encouraged the change 
because of a request for increased 
funding for WSU made to the Minne-
sota State Legislature. 
He said, "If a legislator came down 
from St. Paul and saw all the unused 
space, especially on Friday, it would 
be difficult to convince him we de-
serve more funds." 
Following the presentation the 
senate discussed the proposal in a 
lengthy debate. 
Among those who opposed the 
schedule was Senator Daryl Kyle, who 
said, "Students who have to work on 
the weekends will lose that extra day 
"We simply could not 
have what we had last 
year. There was a three-
hour ceremony, and 
people were walking out 
all the time." 
Penny Gresham 
Five-day class week coming next year 
Computer problems cause 
many drop/add frustrations 
At first the students were told the computers may be 
ready at .10 a.m., so the majority of the students continued 
to wait in the large line, according to Mari Mellick, a 
sophomore undeclared major and one of the students in the 
line. 
Later, 11 a.m., 11:15 a.m., noon, and 1 p.m. estimates for 
the repair of the computer were given one after the other, 
Shaw said. 
When the 11 a.m. estimate was given, tickets were 
handed out to those that were in line so they wouldn't have 
to stand in line again when they came back. More than 1,200 
tickets were handed out. Shaw said many students were 
thankful for the tickets and most students took the setback 
well. 
J.D. Goltz, a senior finance major, said there were mixed 
reactions to the setback from the students. 
"Some people were pretty uptight because they didn't 
want to be late for their classes," Goltz said. He said other 
students realized that not much could be done and ac-
cepted it. 
Goltz added that the ticket system didn't work well. 
When the computers were working again at about 12:45 
p.m., students were admitted according to the number of 
their ticket. The number corresponded to the place that 
they had had in line. About 50 students were let in the first 
time numbers were called, 75 the second, and 100 the third, 
Fees, library cited as problems 
during recent meet and confer 
I• 
Briefs 
WSU Prof Cowgill publishes first book 
English Professor Kent 
Cowgill's book Raising Hack-
les on the Hattie's Fork and  
Other Tales of Mishaps and Mis-
deeds While Fishing and Hunt-
ing in the North Woods was 
published by the Atlantic 
Monthly Press and went on sale 
nationally in October. 
Cowgill describes the book, 
his first published, as a "collec-
tion of 20 short stories and 
humorous essays, all on outdoor 
themes, which use comic exag-
geration and caricature to ex-
plore both the reasons why so 
many Americans take to field 
and stream so passionatly and 
the kinds of bizarre things that 
often happen to them when they 
get there." 
All of the pieces in the collec- 
tion are set in the north woods Kent Cowgill of Minnesota and Wisconsin. 
Cowgill said, "I've tried in every story to provide a fresh, usually ironic 
slant on some 'typical' hunting and fishing experiences." 
Cowgill has had numerous articles and short stories published by 
national publications over the past several years. 
MY BEST program receives grant 
Winona State University's summer minority youth program received a 
grant for $33,000 from the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating 
Board. 
The program, Minority Youth Backing Each Other's Strengths and 
Talents (MY BEST), is directed by Marie Maher, chair of WSU's counselor 
education department. 
According to Maher, "The MY BEST program has been grant-funded 
since it began five years ago, but this year's grant is the largest." 
The MY BEST program, designed to strengthen the college preparatory 
skills of minority high school students on the WSU campus. 
WSU offers ballroom dance course 
The Winona State University Continuing Education Community Dance 
program will offer an eight-week ballroom dance class this winter. Dances 
to be taught include the fox-trot, waltz, swing and polka. 
The class will be held from 7 to 8:30 p.m. on Sundays from Jan. 6 to Feb. 
24,1991, in the Bonaventure Room on the second floor of St. Teresa Hall on 
the CST campus. 
Cost is $58 per couple. Interested parties may register by mail until Jan. 
5. Make checks payable to WSU Community Dance Program and send to 
Sharon Baures, Rt. 1, Box 67C-4, Winona, MN 55987; or call the WSU 
Continuing Education department at 457-5085. 
Enrollments increase by 3 percent 
Enrollments in Minnesota public and private post-secondary institu-
tions this fall increased by 7,934 students, or 3 percent, according to prelimi-
nary figures annouced today by the Minnesota Higher Education Coordi-
natinating Board (MHECB) staff. 
This fall's enrollment totalled 263,428 compared to 255,494 in fall 1989. 
The figures are based on the total number of full-time and part-time 
students enrolled the 10th day of fall term. 
During 1986 to 1990 state wide enrollment, excluding private voca-
tional schools, increased by 17.8 percent, from 223, 604 in 1986 to 263, 428 
in fall 1990. 
Test shows more geography work needed 
On Nov. 5 and 6, 1990, Drs. Roger Carlson and Jerry Gerlach of the 
Geography Dept. at Winona State University administered a Geography 
literacy test to 292 students in introductory classes at WSU. The test was 
given to help promote National Geography Awareness Week—Nov.11 to 
19. 
Students were able to locate approximately 53% of the map samples. 
Approximately 80% of the students located Moscow, Disneyworld, Austra-
lia, and Mexico City correctly. Less than 30% of the students could 
accurately locate Cuba, Iraq, Malaysia, Colombia, and Japan. Over half 
could not find Vietnam or Panama, sites of recent U.S. troop activity. 
This test illustrates that WSU students need more work in geography 
just as their counterparts in other parts of the country do. 
WSU ROTC team places second 
The WSU Ranger team placed second in the ROTC Brigade Ranger 
Challenge competition at Fort McCoy, Wis. on Nov. 3. 
A total of nine colleges were represented at the competition including 
teams from the Universities of Wisconsin at La Crosse, Madison, Stevens 
Point, Oshkosh, Whitewater, and Platteville; and Ripon College. 
The competition consisted of a physical fitness test, grenade assault 
course, M16 marksmanship, M16/M60 assembly, orienteering, ropebridg-
ing, and a 10K speed march. 
Chinese university president visits WSU 
President Sun Weiyan of the University of International Business and 
Economics (UIBE) in Beijing, the People's Republic of China, visited WSU 
on Nov. 18 and 19. 
On Nov. 18 he visited the WSU-Rochester Center and was the guest of 
Mary Rieder, director of the Rochester Center. 
On Nov. 19 he met with Vice President Doug Sweetla nd; Mark Wrolstad, 
dean of the College of Business; Jim Reynolds, dean of the College of Liberal 
Arts; and Ruth Forsythe, director of the international studies program. 
Sun and WSU administrators discussed thedetails of a student exchange 
program between and WSU and UIBE. 
Day Care accepting infant applications 
Winona State University Day Care Center is accepting applications for 
infants ages 16-33 months. Call Ruth for more information at 452-8221. 
81 WSU students in "Who's Who..." 
The 1991 edition of "Who's Who Among Students in American Univer-
sities and Colleges" will include the names of 81 students from WSU who 
have been selected as national outstanding campus leaders. 
A nominating committee from WSU and the editors of the annual direc-
tory have included the names of these students based on their academic 
achievement, service to the community, leadership in extracurricular ac-
tivities and potential for continued success. 
These students will join an elite group of students selected from more 
than 1,400 institutions of higher learning in all 50 states, the District of 
Columbia and several foreign nations. Outstanding students have been 
honored in the directory since it was first published in 1934. 
Your education will not end with graduation. As a 
graduate nurse at Mayo Medical Center, you will 
receive a comprehensive orientation where you will 
further develop your professional skills. Beyond 
orientation, you will have the challenges and the 
growth opportunities that a world-class medical center 
can provide. 
Graduate nurses apply now for positions available in 
1991. Starting salary $28,800. Attractive benefit 
package. 
With a combined total of over 1700 beds, Rochester 
Methodist and Saint Marys are acute-care, nonprofit 
teaching hospitals, staffed by Mayo Clinic physicians. 
Choose challenge. Choose growth. Choose Mayo 
Medical Center. 
ma o Mayo Medical Center 
Nursing Recruitment 
P.O. Box 6057 
Rochester, MN 55903-6057 
1-800-247-8590 
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer 
... 
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Correction: 
On page 8 of the Nov. 7 issue of the Winonan, Karl Nahrgang's name was 
spelled incorrectly in the cutline beneath theNatural His tory course photo. 
The Winonan regrets the error. 
By JENNIFER PETTIT 
Winonan Staff 
Money, or rather the lack of it, was 
identified during a Meet and Confer 
meeting Nov. 8 as a barrier between 
current Winona State University poli 
cies and what the student senate 
would like to see on campus. 
The meeting took place between 
President Darrell Krueger, members 
of the student senate, members of the 
Inter-Hall Residence Council (I RHC), 
members of the Black Cul tural Aware-1 
ness Club and some international stu-1 
dents. 
One item discussed was a pro-
posed reciprocity between WSU and 
the University of Wisconsin-La 
Crosse. Krueger indicated that he had 
not had the time to research the pro-
posal further, but was in favor of it. 
He said it would offer WSU students 
"more flexibility." 
"The thing that impedes us is the 
quarter system," Krueger said. 
He added that this would not be a 
problem for the sharing of library 
materials'. 
The library seemed to dominate 
much of the discussion. Carswell 
asked Krueger about his fundraising 
tactics for Max well Library. 
"Our liinit is that everybody is 
looking for monies," Krueger said. 
He added that until a feasibility 
study is conducted about how much 
money the university can expect to 
raise, he can't "talk dollar amounts or 
how the money will be used." 
"I'm hoping for $50 million," 
Krueger said. "But it's only a dream 
until we find out what the university 
can raise." 
He went on to describe how the li-
brary has reached its decrepit state. 
"To say the library is inadequate is 
an u ndersta tement," he said. 
This year the library budget was 
cut $500,000 Krueger said, due to an 
increase in faculty salaries and other 
capital things. 
"Every single program, every 
single departmenthas needs," he said. 
"If you're going to come in here with 
lists of requirements, come in with 
lists of things you don't need." 
The student senate has decided 
what students don't need: computer 
and library fees. 
"Students feel the state should pro-
vide the library and equipment," 
Carswell said. 
He asked if the amount of revenue 
generated by the fees would have 
made that much of a difference . 
See Meet, page 6 
"To say the library is inadequate is an understatement." 
Darrell Krueger 
Forum on Middle .Ea$ • 
crisis held on campus 
Both students and professors share their experiences 
By DANIELLE BARR 
INinonan staff 
"Crisis in the Gulf," the first of 
many Winona Sta to University fo-
rums sponsored by the student sen-
ate and the International Studies 
program, was held Nov, 9. 
The public forum was held in 
the Purple Room s and attended by 
people from many diverSe back-
grounds. 
Four speakers gave different 
presentations about the Gulf Cri-
sis: Dr. Ahmed El-Afandi and Dr. 
Yogcsh Grover, WSU professors, 
and Faisal Al-Faleh and Abdullah 
Al-Mutairi, WSU students. 
Before giving a brief history of 
the Middle East, Dr. El -Afandi 
asked the audience if they thought 
there would be a war in the Persian 
Gulf. The response was 3 to 1 that 
there would be, and the audience 
was splitas to who would start it—
the United States or Iraq. No one in 
the room indicated he wanted war. 
Iraq and Iran on Sept. 22, 1980 
started a war that raged until July 
of 1988. It was bloody and expen 
sive, with tremendous numbers of 
casualties. El-Afandi said neither 
country will disclose exact numbers 
of deaths, but the number of dead 
and wounded is estimated tobe about 
2.2 million. The estimated cost of the 
war is $350 billion in damages. 
Grover then gave four specific 
points of interest about the situation 
in the Gulf: 
• Iraq's invasion of Kuwait is the 
most flagrant and least justified, he 
said. Borders in the Middle East run 
through tribes and religions. This is 
not the first time border control was 
questioned. Iraq stands out in its 
invasion of Kuwait, and Iraqi claims 
to Kuwait are shaky. 
• U.S. involvement is stronger in 
theMiddle East than anywhere in the 
world, Grover continued. American 
involvement in the past has always 
been against communism, almost to 
the point of obsession, he said. 
• The United Na tions was created 
to deal with situations like this. 
• Grover discussed the dilemma 
of America. 
"Should the United States be the 
policemen of the world?" he asked. 
Al-Faleh took the floor and spoke 
about the early stages of the crisis, a 
before and after viewpoint.He said 
that the problem started two 
months before the invasion, with 
Iraq' s attempt to blackmail Kuwait. 
According to Al-Faleh, Iraq said 
Kuwaitis were using too much oil 
that didn't belong to them. Al-
though Al-Faleh said this claim was 
untrue, Iraq demanded $2.2 mil-
lion for Kuwait's use of the oil. 
Kuwait refused to pay. 
Al-Mutairi, a student from Ku-
wait, described the invasion of his 
homeland. The first day of the inva-
sion banks were taken over,wornen 
were raped, cars were stolen, and 
all of the hospitals and universities 
were evacuated and taken over by 
Iraqi soldiers, he said. 
After each speaker had given 
his presentation, the floor was 
opened for questions. "How can 
the war be stopped?" and "Will the 
U.S. foreign policy toward the 
Middle Ea st change?" were among 
questions posed by the audience. 
Senate book loans are 
still afloat for winter 
SPECIALS WORTH STAYING UP LATE FORM 
DRAWINGS! 
FOUR 
$25.00 
GIFT 
CERTIFICATES! 
BLUE 
LIGHT 
SPECIALS 
EVERY 
20 
MINUTES! 
7:00 P.M. - 10:00 P.M. 
ENTRY BLANK FOR PRIZE DRAWINGS 
Name 	  
Address  
Crty 	  
Slate 	 Phone 	  
Limit 1 entry blank per person. No 
purchase necessary. To enter fill 
out entry blank, take to your 
K-MART gore. Deposit in entry 
box by Dec. 9, 1990. Open to D.S. 
residents 18yrs. or older. 
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DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
MAKES 
LUNCHTIME 
YOUR TIME. 
IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA° 
Call us! 454-3030 
FRIDAY - SATURDAY - SUNDAY 
-------- 
Lunch Time 
Special 
$3.00 	$5.00 
	
One 10" one item pizza 	1 One 12" one topping pizza 
additional toppings .75t each 1 additional toppings $1.00 each 
11:00 am to 3:30 pm 	1 	11:00 am to 3:30 pm 
Friday-Saturday-Sunday I 
51' 12-30-90 
g.t'S We Not eand with any other otter Pnces 
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Dan Weldon , and Steve Odden's National Guard 
Rob H. Sklenar/Winonan Staff 
unit may be sent to Saudi Arabia soon. 
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By DENISE BZOSKIE 
Editor-in-Chief 
Taking each day as it comes is the 
motto of two Winona State Univer-
sity students who could be packing 
their bags and heading to Saudi Ara-
bia any day. 
"We don't ha ve a ny choice, so why 
fight it," Steve Odden, a senior crimi-
nal justice major and a member of the 
Army Reserve, said. 
Odden and his roommate, Dan 
Weldon, a junior chemistry major, 
are the only WSU student reserves in 
the 100-member 327th Engineer 
Company of Ellsworth, Wis. The unit 
specializes in combat engineering, 
which involves bridge architecture, 
hauling and explosives handling. 
According to Od den and Weldon, 
although their unit'sMilitary Opera-
tion Speciality (MOS) of build ingand 
taking down bridges will not be 
needed in Saudi Arabia, the odds of 
the unit being sent as a hauling unit 
are high. 
"There has been talk of our unit 
being the next to be called up," Od-
den said, "but you never know." 
For example, the unit was going to 
be called up in the end of September, 
Odden said, but it never was. 
This uncertainty doesn'taffect the 
two much. 
"There is just not much you can do 
about it," Odden said. "You just don't 
have any idea what is going to hap-
pen." 
Neither men are worried about 
being sent; they getup, go to class, eat 
and go out like many other WSU 
students. 
"Since you never know what will 
happen, it's best just to take it all in 
stride and go about your life like you 
would any other day," Weldon said. 
Weldon's girlfriend, Lisa Mizicko, 
a junior business office administra-
tion major, doesn't agree 100 percent 
with Weldon's motto, however. She 
says she often thinks about the possi-
bility of him being sent to Saudi 
Arabia. 
"I know there is nothing I can do 
aboutitif he is togo, but I don't want 
him to have to go," she said. 
Mizicko admitted she probably 
thinks about it more than Weldon 
does. She added that she doesn't think 
he'll have to go, however. 
Weldon, whosebrother is in a tank 
unit in the army and whose brother-
in-law is active in the National Guard, 
said taking each day as it comes and 
not thinking about the possibility of 
being sent overseas too much is the 
key to survival. 
"Worrying about it just puts extra 
stress on you," he said. 
Prior to Thanksgiving, both Wel-
don and Odden said if they are sent it  
would be boring, since troops are just 
sitting around. However, consider-
ing the recent United Nations' (U.N.) 
decision, both now agree it may not 
be as boring when they are called up. 
The U.N. announced it would back 
the use of force by the United States 
if Iraqi troops don't pull out of Ku-
wait by Jan. 15. 
"By the time we get there, it will 
probably be a little more exciting," 
Odden said. 
If the unit were called, the troops 
would have to paint their trucks and 
head to Fort McCoy in Wisconsin 
from where they would then fly out. 
Both Odden and Weldon never 
thought there would be war-time 
conditions when they enlisted in the 
reserve program. Odden, who has 
been in the program for three years, 
and Weldon, who has been in the 
program for four years, both said they 
enlisted for the money. The GI Bill 
pays each $140 a month and if the full 
commitment is met, guaranteed stu-
dent loans are paid back as well. 
Despite the uncertainty of know-
ing when they will be called up both 
Weldon and Odden have enjoyed 
their work with the engineering unit 
and don't regret their enlistment. 
"It can be fun," Odden said. 
"It's all right, but sometimes it 
depends on the weather," Weldon 
added. 
"The funds have to come from 
somewhere, and if not from the stu-
dent activity fund, then I don't know 
where," he said. "Just because a pro-
gram is administered by the business 
office, doesn't mean there is funding 
for it there." 
Amid these questions, the demand 
for the book loans continues. 
Grape said, "Forty people have 
applied for a book loan thus far this 
quarter. We expect more applicants. 
We dispersed 43 loans in the fall, and 
we could exceed that by ten at least." 
The first disbursement was Dec. 3, 
and repayment is due one month from 
the date the loan was made. 
Students will be able to apply fora 
loan as late as Dec. 13 and must pro-
vide an itemized list of thebooks they 
need and their cost. The loans are 
made for books only, not supplies, 
and the maximum available is $100. 
"I don't know if I'd describe [the 
workers' reactions] as rudeness, but I 
can see students seeing it as rude-
ness," Shaw said. "When you answer 
the same question several thousand 
times there's a tendency to give curt 
answers." 
Shaw said those curt replies may 
have been a result of the workers' 
frustrations. 
"The staff has a high degree of 
pride in what they do; and when 
something outside destroys that, it's 
hard to maintain your equilibrium," 
he said. 
The computer system was also 
down for one hour on Thursday, but 
caused less problems than that on 
Tuesday, Shaw said. He said the 
Thursday problem was caused when 
a tape filled up and the computer 
stopped accepting data. 
He said full refunds on dropped 
classes was extended one day to those 
who couldn't drop a class Thursday 
because of the computer problem. 
KQAL- 
Continued from page 1 
fan itself is being repaired. Chief 
Engineer Mike Martin found a 
Winona business, Lackore Electric 
Motor Repair, that could weld the fan 
for around $150. . 
The station is scheduled to be back 
on the air by tomorrow or Friday at 
the latest, Martin said. 
However, Daniel warns that this 
is only a "temporary measure." 
"I ithe fan is fixed, we may as well 
sit down and count the days," he 
said. "I would give the system two 
months at the most." 
In the meantime, he will continue 
his search for a new fan. If one cannot 
be found, Daniel said he would be 
forced to ask the university for a 
replacement transmitter, an item he 
said could run the university about 
$15,000. 
"It's a big item, a big expense," he 
said. "But it may be time for a new 
one. But for now, it is our last resort." 
Living life literally 
'one day at a time' 
Two WSU students may be heading for Gulf 
By STUART JOHNSON 
Winonan Staff and 
By REBECCA A. GEHRTS 
News Editor 
The Winona State University stu-
dent senate has decided to continue 
its book loan program for another 
quarter despite outstanding loans in 
excess of $750 from the beginning of 
the year when the program was 
implemented. 
The Student Activity Fund Com-
mittee recommended that the pro-
gram be continued on a trial basis 
through winter quarter. 
John Kane, vice president of stu-
dent affairs, also encouraged its con-
tinuation, saying, "We can make the 
program work; you're going to al-
ways experience a loss to some de-
gree." 
The decision to maintain the loan 
program was made at a senate meet- 
Drop/add 
Continued from page 1 
Shaw said. 
By 1 p.m., the time students were 
told the computers might be in opera-
tion again. Two groups of students 
had already been admitted, so some 
who were initially further back in line 
were admitted earlier than some who 
had been in the front of the line, Goltz 
said. 
"I showed up right on time and 
they had already let about 150 people 
in and I didn't get a class I wanted 
because of it," Goltz said. 
Shaw said tha t students were let in 
before the I p.m. estimate because the 
computers were in operation again, 
and he didn't want to get further 
behind. 
"I wouldn't have considered not 
letting students in until one because 
my goal was to get going as fast as 
ing during finals week. Measures for 
improvement were still being con-
sidered at that time. 
Jennifer Grape, student senate 
treasurer, would like to see the busi-
ness office handle the application and 
disbursement process so that student 
activity fund money is not in jeop-
ardy. 
However, the university already 
offers an emergency loan program, 
although not for books. 
Dave Thorn, director of accounts 
receivable and overseer of that pro-
gram, said, "We have a loan program 
that handles emergencies for any 
student on campus. But just emer-
gencies. The program was never 
designed to fund books for every 
financial aid student. We don't have 
enough money." 
He said if the business office were 
to handle the book loans, funding 
could be a problem. 
possible, and there were enough stu-
dents in line to keep usbusy for quite 
some time," Shaw said. "Not every-
body understood that we were just 
giving the best estimates of those who 
were fixing the problem." 
Passe said that the estimates are 
"always best guesses." 
"The guesses tended to be fairly 
accurate; it was the unknowns that 
caused the problems," Passe said. 
Mellick said the whole process was 
"frustrating" and that the workers 
could have been more helpful to the 
students. 
"I don't think (the workers) were 
very friendly," Mellick said. "I 
wouldn't exactly say they were rude, 
but they weren't very helpful, espe-
cially at the information table where 
you would expect them tobe helpful. 
They could have been more reassur-
ing." 
Shaw didn't think the workers 
were rude, even though they also 
were frustrated with the system. 
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Don't sweep rape under the carpet 
In a recent open letter to faculty, staff and students, 
WSU President Darrell Krueger encouraged us all to help 
curtail the incidents of rape and sexual harassment on this 
campus and in this community. (The letter is printed in 
the "Letters to the Editor" section below.) He stated, 
"Such behavior should not only be condemned publicly, 
but should be the object itself of swift and stern action, 
that sets a clear example of the limits of our tolerance." 
We wholeheartedly agree with Dr. Krueger. These 
behaviors must be condemned. However, in striving to 
meet this commendable challenge, we must all be careful 
how we treat this horrible and emotional issue. We must 
not take the easy way out and pretend such nasty things 
like rape and harassment don't occur. We must not cover 
up and hide the incidents of such crimes. For if we do, we 
will not be helping the victims and society, but rather be 
creating even more problems. 
We can no longer live by the old myth from the Dark 
Ages that "If you ignore it, it will go away." Covering up 
a crime and refusing to admit it exists does not benefit the 
victim. The crime doesn't just "go away." The victim is 
haunted by that memory for a long time, and pretending 
it doesn't exist doesn't make that memory any less pain-
ful. 
In fact, if the problem is brought out into the light, it can 
actually be helpful. First of all, when potential criminals 
see that their acts will not go unpunished and uncon-
demned, they may think twice before performing them. 
Secondly, other potential victims, after being made aware 
of the possibility of crime, will be better prepared to 
protect themselves. 
Finally, trying to cover up these crimes may actual lead 
to inaccuracies in reporting them. When they finally are 
brought into the public light, they may have been hidden 
for weeks, months and possibly years; the possibility for 
error is only heightened by this deceit. People have been 
covering up the truth for so long that when it is finally 
unraveled, it is full of holes and inaccuracies. 
Sexual harassment, sexual assault and rape are not 
pretty words; they are not pretty crimes. But that certainly 
doesn't mean we should deny their existence. They should 
notbe issues with a stigma attached to them. The dangers 
of falling into this trap can be seen with how AIDS was 
handled. For years, the AIDS issue was hidden, the dis-
ease was covered up and we heard little about it. These 
strategies slowed prevention and led only to gross mis-
conceptions and cruel prejudices. Yet once the issue was 
brought out into the open, people became educated on the 
the realities of the disease and how to prevent it. 
And now history is repeating itself. We are doing the 
same thing with rape and other violent crimes against 
women. Let's not fall into that trap of silence and deceit. 
Letters to the Editor 
"I think it's important that Hussein 
be opposed. He depends on violence 
and the only way to stop this is the 
threat of military force and action 
and this is unfortunate. I would like 
to have faith in passive resistance 
and nonviolent means for prevent-
ing this. But the U. N. is acting as 
necessary." 
"I think there should be more 
chance, more time than Jan.15. There 
maybe other peaceful solutions than 
giving a deadline like this. Jan. 15 is 
too early to see if sanctions are work-
ing. A peaceful solution may come 
soon without war....Give Iraq a chance 
to pull out and keep Saddam in 
power, Iraq has to make a choice to 
pull out....You can not find a solution 
too hurriedly. It has to be made 
possible with negotiations and some 
concessions." 
Tanya Kruger 
Sophomore English and 
philosophy major 
Khan Shahbaz 
Junior public administration 
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ditorial 
"We can't let Hussein push us 
around, hoping that the deadline 
will push him out, but if we have to, 
we have to get him out of there." 
Ryan Gordon 
Junior finance major 
"No, it's a bad idea, the opinions 
will change when body bags start 
coming home. If we have a new 
world order, starting it off with force 
isn't the way to go." 
Ronald Johnson 
Freshman political science 
major 
"I think they should wait until 
March, until prisoners are released, 
then use force." 
Adam Cockrell 
Sophomore biology and 
chemistry major 
"I think it has to be done some-
time. The longer they let it go, it will 
get worse and worse. I feel they have 
to take some sort of action to show 
they're not sitting by." 
Greg Sievers 
Junior criminal justice major 
"I feel if they can't resolve it peace-
fully, it is the only other alternative." 
Jim Clauson 
Freshman advertising major 
"It's probably not the wisest deci-
sion if Jan 15. comes and Iraq doesn't 
withdraw its troops. You have to 
start a war or you back down and are 
humiliated. I think they shouldn't 
have passed the resolution. This 
brings things up to a dangerous level. 
We should have let things go on as 
is. /1 
Ali Al-jehani 
Senior accounting major 
Prejudices must 
be confronted, 
examined, dealt 
with openly 
Dear Editor, 
The WSU Lyceum Committee 
arranged for the educational and in-
formative series "Understanding and 
interpreting the Holocaust" to be 
presented at WSU. It is to this series 
that I wish to respond. 
In the Oct. 3 edition of the 
Winonan, Dr. S. Wali Abdi, WSU pro-
fessor, when referring to the Holo-
caust, was quoted as saying, "We must 
make an effor t to provide understand-
ing and at the same time promote 
world peace and tolerance of diver-
sity so that such a terrifying and dev-
astating series of events won't hap-
pen again." WSU President Krueger 
said, "It's very critical for us to review 
these terrible experiences of life and 
hearing others' experience, but we 
need to look at ourselves to be sure 
we have the capacity to be kind to 
other people." 
Fred Baron, an Auschwitz survi-
vor and guest presenter in the series 
suggested,"We must teach our chil-
dren to be tolerant of our fellow man, 
teach them to have compassion and 
u nderstanding of those whose views, 
language , or color of skin differs 
from ours,crimes are not only com-
mitted against a small minority, but 
against all mankind." 
Then, on Oct. 24 Elie Wiesel, a 
survivor of Auschwitz and Buchen-
wald spoke. Mr. Wiesel spoke of the 
"enemy" - prejudice, hatred, violence. 
When he mentioned that President 
Roosevelt and the U.S. knew what 
was happening to the Jews and did 
nothing to prevent it, I felt guilt, sad-
ness, and a sickness. When Elie Wie-
sel said that many of the persons re-
sponsible for the slaughter of the Jews 
were individuals of great intelligence 
and many had PhD degrees, I shud-
dered in fear. 
The "enemy" is alive in the world 
and very real. Take a look at South 
Africa, the Middle East and yes, 
even the hallowed halls of WSU. As 
President Krueger said,"...we need to 
look at ourselves..." Each time a 
female student gets raped, a person is 
harassed or discriminated against 
because of his/her sex, or students 
from another culture are beaten up, 
the "enemy" has reared its ugly head. 
Fred Baron's suggestion, "We 
must teach our children to be toler- 
ant have compassion and under-
standing" is great! But what do I hear 
in the classroom? I hear homosexual 
males being referred to as things to 
harsh to print. The ideology that boys 
act aggressively because their testos-
terone levels are high and they can't 
help it is being sanctioned. After all, 
boys will be boys. After presenting a 
film about rape, a professor explains 
what precautions a female needs to 
take in order to prevent rape. Why 
does the victim need to be held re-
sponsible for the rape? Why isn't the 
perpetrator held accountable for his 
actions? Are we blaming the victim? 
What IS being taught to our children? 
Are human beings of so little worth 
to us at WSU that we are indifferent 
to their experiences. Males need to be 
held accountable for their acts of 
violence against women; profesors 
need to be accountable for their ex-
ploitation of students and what they 
teach to students; students need to be 
held accountable for their abuse of 
fellow students. The victim cannot be 
blamed and the issues shoved under 
the rug,or into the closet,if the situ-
ation is to change. 
We need tolook a t ourselves and 
not be indifferent to our prejudices 
and the violence we see around us. 
Prejudices must be confronted, ex-
amined and dealt with openly. We 
must maintain constant vigilance to 
defend against the "enemy" if there is 
ever to be hope of peace here at WSU, 
in the U.S., and in the world. It is my 
hope that persons from WSU who at-
tended the series will do some soul 
searching and that the statements 
made by Dr. Abdi, President Krueger, 
Fred Baron and Elie Wiesel will be 
more than mere rhetoric to them, more 
than just a story removed from the 
reality of events at WSU. 
Cleo Rieck 
WSU student 
Winter parking 
ordinance in 
effect 
Dear Editor, 
The city of Winona enforces its 
alternate side parking ordinance from 
Nov. 1 thru April 1 each year. The 
ordinance is in effect from 1 a.m. to 
6:30 a.m. every day. On odd num-
bered days, vehicles must park on the 
side of the street with odd house num-
bers. On even numbered days, ve-
hicles must park on the side with  
even house numbers. A violation 
results in a $7 fine. 
Whenever snowfall exceeds three 
inches, the City tows vehicles that are 
in violation so the streets can be 
cleaned properly. A tow can result in 
a cost of $60 to the owner of the ve-
hicle and a storage fee of $10 per day. 
It is extremely important that you 
move your vehicle every day, even if 
there is snow on the ground, during 
the months the ordinance is in effect. 
If you are out of town make sure 
someone moves your vehicle. 
A couple of ideas that may make , 
this ordinance easier to follow are: 
1. Become familiar with the sides 
of the street which are odd or even. 
(This can be done by looking at the 
house numbers during the daytime 
hours.) 
2. Remember that the ordinance 
goes into effect at 1a.m. Look ahead 
to whether the date is odd or even 
and then park accordingly. 
The city has an obligation to keep 
the streets clean of snow. The fewer 
tickets we have to write and the fewer 
number of vehicles we have to tow 
ensures us that the system is operat-
ing efficiently. 
Frank Pomeroy 
Chief of Police 
City of Winona 
Sexual assault 
and harassment 
are intolerable 
Dear Editor: 
Recently, on our campus there 
have been two acts of sexual harass-
ment and assault that have shocked 
our sensibilities about proper behav-
ior in an environment of higher learn-
ing. One of our female professors and 
several female students were the 
objects of sexual harassment (student 
toward professor) and assault (stu-
dent toward student). 
Such behavior should not only be 
condemned publicly, but should be 
the object itself of swift and stern 
action, that sets a clear example of the 
limits of our tolerance. I will be ask-
ing our Affirmative Action Officer 
and Vice President of Student Affairs 
to review existing policies and prac-
tices regarding sexual harassment and 
assault and propose actions that 
express what should be our collective 
intolerance to these behaviors. Cam- 
See Letters, page 5 
Photos and answers compiled by 
Matt Sazama, Winonan Staff 
Welcome back, Burp! The turkey and cranberries in 
my gut signal the beginning of the new quarter. Credits, 
gen eds, requirements and graduation. If you are a 
senior here at the U, all of these things are meaningful to 
you. For those less fortunate in the credit ecosystem, take 
heed to this staunch warning, get your classes in order 
now. For I am having the worst time figuring out how to 
escape from this hellish collection of classes in my major 
that I don't have interest in and will never need. 
I know that the intentions of the university are to give 
us a broad education, but how about a precise education 
before worrying if we can successfully regurgitate bro-
ken French sentences—when we don't ever i n-
tend to become an interpreter—on the 
chance that we run into a Frenchman, say 
in the streets of Milwaukee. We should 
be given better exposure to what we 
need to survive in our field before we 
learn how to cram for a French final. 
My major is mass communications 
with an advertisingemphasis. This is 
another stupid deal at WSU. If I am 
talking to an employer and they ask 
me what my major is, it sounds so 
impressive when I tell them I have 
an emphasis in advertising. I 
always say that I am an advertis-
ing major. 
This is almost as impressive as trying to ex- 
plain where this school is to somebody in Wisconsin or 
Illinois. I think the those bigbad boys should get their act 
together and rename this school either Southeastern 
(Minnesota State University)" or the University of Min-
nesota-Winona. Geographically and logically, these make 
a lot more sense than explaining that the school is on the 
river thirty miles above LaCrosse, Wis. 
Back to the curriculum thing. I think that at the 
beginning of your sophomore year, there should be a 
mandatory school-wide personal planning session. In 
this meeting with the students, advisors and the depart-
ment heads, there could be demonstrations and Q and A 
about the choices one has in curriculum, THERE 
SHOULD BE CHOICES! 
I think that an advertising major (the new term inol- 
ogy in effect after this column—right administrators?) 
should be able to write his own ticket to employment. If 
he likes video, then let him write his own video courses 
into the major, don't make him take News Writing—
news smells! An advertising major should not be re-
quired to write news, taldngall of the creativity from his 
work, making drab and ordered wording for the ninth 
grade readership level of the news audience, strikingall 
adjectives and color from English—news smells. 
Did every one like the registration process this quar-
ter? Hey, let's give everyone a big hand who decided 
that we should have computer terminals here, connect 
with some in St. Cloud. A stroke of genius! I could never 
come up with something so foolproof as a system 
that covers over 180 miles of wires 
twice for computer class regis- 
tration. 
Those delays we experience 
in getting classes are shrugged 
off by those involved in registra- 
tion. But then go into class after 
adding it three days late and the 
professor treats you like you ran 
over his dog. Professors, put the lean 
on this cruddy system and not on the 
students who might happen to come 
into your class in that registration zom-
bie-type mode. 
When I got up to drop/add, it was 
like going to a bakery. "Take this num-
ber a nd come back later in the quarter to see if we 
can help you." At least they could have a TV or a toaster 
oven raffle with the tickets to make standing in line 
more interesting. Hey, why don't they just raffle off 
classes in a drawing, does it really matter if we get our 
major courses? 
As you can tell I am really grumpy about the begin-
ning of this quarter. Until next week, don't pull the 
mask off the Lone Ranger, don't tug on Superman's 
cape and don't pretend tobe something that you aren't
Milli Vanilli. (Disclaimer: the above column may have 
been conceived by the author listed) (Next week: Johnny 
tries to write for real!) 
Shall icompare the halls of Minne to a summer's day? 
It doesn't take a genius to think that the first statement 
in this column is ladened with satire and irony. How-
ever, it is true. Some of us seem to think that the interior 
of our humanities hub, Minne Hall, is rather ugly. Tiss 
tiss. I've heard some compare the classrooms to prison 
cells. Still, others have compared the classrooms in 
Minne to gigantic waffle irons. Really now! 
I personally think that Minne is by far the most 
beautiful building on the campus of Winona State Uni-
versity. Compared to some of her stone sisters, Minne 
leaves the others in the dust and rumble. The grotesque 
gargoyles on Somsen Hall can vouch 
for that. If you look closely at the 
gargoyles you will find that their 
pukey expressions area result of real-
izing tha t the halls of Minne are much 
prettier than they are. It is compa-
rable to the story of Cinderella and 
her sisters, only in this case, the ugly 
sisters are pukey looking gargoyles. 
Right, uhm. 
If you are having a difficult time 
believing all of this, I invite you to 
stroll up to the top of Minne and see 
what there is to see. The view from 
third floorMinne droops the pants on 
all the other viewson campus, except perhaps Sheehan 
Hall. But, there is no reason to joke around here, Minne 
harvests the beauty of the campus. Still not convinced? 
Why would the designers of WSU put the observatory 
on top of Minne? Why does one put a crown on a king? 
Consider that, and free your soul of the ugly scars that 
others may have embedded in you due to their own 
ignorance of the art of architecture. Minne is a "Venus" 
of a building. So it stands. 
And, if for a minimloid of an instant, if, for a nanos-
econd of time, if, by chance, Minne was actually ugly, 
why would those great and mysterious designers and 
administrators make Minne to be the core building in a 
liberal education? Huh? Why would Minne be the 
center for the study of the humanities? The study of 
beauty and aesthetics? One reflects the other. The beauty 
of Minne is both reflected in its education, as well as in 
its "(meta)physical" beauty. These words you are now 
reading are somewhat a result of Minne's education. 
Imagine, a cause for joy. 
So, take me into theboxed stairwells and windowless 
"prison cell" rooms, take me to the couches that loiter so 
well from the days of fashion history, take me up to the 
third floor so as to let me observe the land, take me up 
into the observatory, so as to let me gaze, in perfect 
silence, at the heavens. And then, when 
all the other noises have dwindled into 
silence, let me be alone, with nothing 
but the aesthetic beauty of Minne sur-
rounding me and my lost soul... 
Cough. Blink. 
Was it just an idealized dream? Or 
just a dream, at that? Yawn. Stretch. 
Another quarter with half of my classes 
in room 342-A, Minne Hall? How can I 
possibly stand another breath in that 
stale, overused, and under-cleaned 
room? Isn't life just the worst thing? 
Oh, the balance of things. And, the 
beauty of university funding probably 
accounts for most of the broken things we find in our 
hallways, the unshutable door here, the cracked win-
dow pane there. Yes, it seems that money could mend 
these faults. Money, once again, may be the mother of 
beauty. Some say that beauty is only skin deep. Is that 
skin known as the leather checkbook or seal skin wallet 
perhaps? Perhaps. 
Enough. Minne is a beauty of a hall, and that is the 
thought for this week, as well the stand for this week, as 
well as the point for this week, as well as the warmth for 
this week, as well as the word y exposition for this week. 
And so on, until the end. 
'Tis the season for giving, sharing, laughing and reunit-
ing. With friends and family all around, happiness and love 
abounds. Yes, it's the most wonderful time....of the year.. 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30. THE UNITED NA-
TIONS SECURITY COUNCIL AUTHORIZED THE 
USE OF MILITARY FORCE IN THE PERSIAN GULF, 
GIVING THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION THE LICENSE 
TO WAGE WAR IF IRAQ DOES NOT WITHDRAW 
FROM KUWAIT BY JAN. 15. THE CLOCK STARTS 
NOW...TICK...TICK...TICK... 
Chestnuts roasting on an open fire, Jack Frost nipping at 
your nose...yuletide carols being sung by a choir, and folks 
dressed up like Eskimos...everybody knows.. 
IRAQ INDICATED IT WOULD IGNORE THE 
RESOLUTION, AS IT IGNORED 10 PREVIOUS RESO-
LUTIONS OF CONDEMNATION BY THE SECURITY 
COUNCIL. SAID AMBASSADOR ABDUL AMIR AL-
ANBA RI, "IF WAR IS IMPOSED UPON US BY THE 
UNITED STATES, THIS WILL BE OUR DESTINY. OUR 
PEOPLE WILL NOT KNEEL, WE WILL RISE TO THIS 
RESPONSIBILITY...." 
Jingle Bells, Jingle Bells, Jingle all the way....Oh what fun 
it is to ride, in.... 
ANOTHER 300 WAR PLANES WILL BE SENT TO 
THE PERSIAN GULF IN A MOVE THAT WILL IN-
CREASE THE UNITED STATES' AIR FORCE FLEET 
IN THE REGION BY A FULL THIRD. THE LATEST 
DEPLOYMENT WILL BOOST THE NUMBER OF U.S. 
AIR FORCE PLANES IN THE GULF TO 1,200... 
Silent night, Holy night, all is calm, all is bright...
. FOUR MONTHS AFTER IRAQ'S INVASION OF 
KUWAIT, NEARLY 100 PEOPLE HELD A CANDLE-
LIGHT VIGIL AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNE-
SOTA IN OPPOSITION OF U.S. MILITARY INVOLVE-
MENT IN THE MIDDLE EAST... 
What child is this, who laid to rest, on Mary's lap is 
sleeping... 
IN A PRESS CONFERENCE DECEMBER 1, PRESI-
DENT BUSH MADE SEVERAL STATEMENTS RE- 
IZNS.. 
JILL FARRAND 
GARDING THE CRISIS IN THE GULF. AMONG 
THEM WAS AN ORAL GUARANTEE, ASSURING 
AMERICANS THAT "THEIR KIDS WILL HAVE THE 
FULL SUPPORT OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERN-
MENT IN GETTING THEM HOME WITHOUT A 
SCRATCH..." 
Do you hear what I hear? Do you see what I see? Do you 
know what I know? 
This Christmas seems like any other, yet it isn't. It's 
a little less exciting, a little less happy, and there's a little 
more meaning in the words FRIENDS and FAMILY this 
year, especially for those who have husbands, wives, 
children and friends who are overseas, watching the 
time tick down, waiting anxiously fora peaceful ending 
to this nightmare of a Christmas story that they're 
living. 
The new year will hold answers for everyone around 
the world. They might not be the answers we want, but 
they will be answers that affect us all. If we are lucky 
enough not to go to war and the crisis is settled peace-
fully, I for one will have learned something out of it, 
and that is to appreciate the time I have with people I 
care about most, because you never know what tomor-
row brings. 
I hope all of us, including the soldiers "over there," 
can have ourselves a "merry little Christmas." 
THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK: So many gifts to 
buy...so little money... 
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pus constituencies will, of course, be 
involved in reviewing any proposed 
changes. 
I am very serious about making it 
known to all wholive and work in our 
community, that sexual harassment 
and assault will not be tolerated! I 
trust that all who read this will join 
me in working toward this end. 
Darrell Krueger 
President 
Library meant 
for studying, 
not socializing 
Dear Editor: 
On Nov. 13, around 9:30 pm I had 
the misfortune of entering the library 
with the hopes of getting some study-
ing done before finals. 
As I needed to work with some 
periodicals, I found an empty table 
Forum 	 
on the first floor. Correct me if I'm 
wrong but in my four years experi-
ence here at Winona State I've found 
that people generally go to the library 
to study. On this night however, all 
thepeople who really wanted to study 
must have gone to the cafeteria (or at 
least should have for a quieter study 
atmosphere) as first floor of the li-
brary sounded as noisy as I remem-
ber the cafeteria to be with the clatter 
of laughing and talking. I'm not refer-
ring to the normal whispers that 
usually come from those working on 
group projects or studying together, 
I'm speaking of the sounds of laugh-
ter, giggles, and normal conversa-
tional tones emanating from those 
exchanging stories of their latest 
drunk. 
I really hope those participating 
that night are reading this... to you I'd 
like to say, and perhaps speak for 
others as frustrated as I that night, 
"take it back to the bar— hell, if I see 
you down there, I might even want to 
hear the story— BUT whatever you 
do, please don't waste MY study time, 
it's both rare and important to me." 
On first floor of the library that 
night I watched as an entire section of 
the room packed up and moved on to 
find a quieter place to study. Some-
how an image came to mind— an 
image of the little, gray haired, old 
lady with bifocals that used to sit in 
my high school library. We believed 
then that she could utter only one 
human word..."Shhhh!" I'd like to 
thank those 2 or 3 groups who sat on 
first floor of the library Tuesday, Nov. 
13 around 9:30 p.m. , for making me 
appreciate her so much more. 
Kelly M. Posekany 
Senior Social Work Major 
Responsibility 
needed in 
reporting 
sexual crimes 
Dear Editor: 
I am writing in response to the 
October' 31, 1990 Winonan article 
"Sexual crimes not uncommon in 
area" by Stuart Johnson. I am writing  
both as a concerned WSU faculty 
member and as a Board member of 
the Women's Resource Center of 
Winona. I commend the Winonan for 
including an article which focuses 
attention on the issue of sexual as-
sault on this campus. Since one-third 
of all women are sexually assaulted 
in their lifetimes, and since campus 
women are a particularly vulnerable 
population for assault, this is an issue 
that is important for the WSU com-
munity. 
I take issue, however, with some 
of the content of this article. Printing 
the specific details and locations of 
sexual assaults violates victims' rights 
to privacy, safety, and confidential-
ity. Reading about your sexual as-
sault in the campus paper may cause 
victims to feel revictimized and be-
trayed. In a small campus, commu-
nity, specific information about as-
saults can easily identify victims and 
possibly lead to further acts of vio-
lence toward them. Release of such 
information may also discourage 
victims from reporting assaults or 
seeking support. 
The Women's Resource Center 
does not release specific information 
and locations of assaults; nor do we 
confirm or deny reports of assaults or 
our involvement with victim. I know 
that the only specific information 
given to this reporter was the number 
of reported assaults involving WSU 
students. Linking the WRC and Ellen 
Holmgren with specific accounts of a 
sexual assault was irresponsible jour-
nalism. 
I hope that the Winonan carries 
future articles on campus sexual as-
sault, and that these articles are writ-
ten in a responsible manner which 
maintains the safety and dignity of 
victims. We all need to participate in 
making this campus a safer place for 
women. 
Susanne Smith 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Nursing 
Killing cats is 
not humorous 
Dear Editor: 
In response to Johnny Wilkins' 
article of Oct. 31, 1990, wherein he 
attempts to be humorous about his 
favorite roadkill, cats, I can only hope 
he was playing a little Halloween 
joke, and was not being cold, cruel, 
insensitive, irresponsible, or using 
very bad journalism. 
If his article was indeed not a joke, 
then one may infer that he hates cats, 
knows nothing of their habits, and 
has a neanderthalian attitude towards 
killing any animal, let alone a cat. 
If his article was not a joke, it is 
disturbing that a reasonably intelli-
gent college student would advocate, 
encourage, and cheer on those who 
would hurt or kill a cat. 
If Mr. Wilkins' article was not a 
macabre joke, written as a rather in-
coherent rallying cry of death to all 
felines, then perhaps Mr. Wilkins' 
feeble attempts at humor would be 
better served in another forum. 
It is more frightening to contem-
plate the alternative that Mr. Wilkins 
was not joking... 
Ann Freggens Flynt 
Senior Social Work Major 
11 Ways to Annoy and Aggravate Other Drivers 
By Keri Kowski, guest commentary 
I drive to St. Paul every weekend to work. Since the 
holiday breaks are upon us, some of you might be think-
ing of driving home, so I thought I'd let you in on some of 
the secrets of having a happy trip.... Here are 11 ways to 
aggravate and annoy other drivers. I am not suggesting 
that you do these things...they are some of the things I see 
during my long drives to and from St. Paul. 
el. Keep your signal light on for miles and then, without 
warning, suddenly turn—the opposite way. 
• 2. Drive on the tail of the car ahea,c1 of you, no matter 
what speed it is going; do not pass! Or... 
• 3. Tail the person, pass them, but then drive slower than 
they were to begin with. 
• 4. Brake every time the speed limit changes to a lower 
speed. Do not slow down when you see the sign that says 
"Reduced Speed In 1/2 mile." 
•5. On a two-way highway, drive right next to the person 
on your right side. Your front passenger's side should be 
next to their driver's side. If they speed up or slow down, 
do the same (this really seems to aggravate people.) 
•6. Drive slowly when people cannot pass and fast when 
they have the opportunity. 
• 7. Do not signal turns. Keep the drivers behind you 
guessing. 
•8. On residential streets, drive close to the curb as if 
you're going to park, but don't park, and be sure to drive 
far enough away from the curb so that another car cannot 
pass safely. Drive like this for miles. 
•9. Drive slowly in the fast lane. 
*10. At night do not turn off your high beams when other 
cars are coming at you—blind the drivers. 
• 11. Drive 20 in a 35 mph, 40 in a 55 mph and 50 in a 65 
mph. 
These are just a few things that others can do to make 
your trip home an aggravating one. Good Luck! And 
have a good break. 
Carol Dose/Photo Editor 
SPRING BREAK '91 
ACAPULCO 
FROM $439.00 
8 Days/7 Nights Air & Hotel PLUS, PLUS 	 
from Minneapolis 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 
WADE OR GEORGE AT 452-0901 
OR BOB AT 1-800-875-4525 
LIMITED SPACE...CALL TODAY!! 
MEXICAN RESTAURANT 
STUDENT MEGA 
Savings Card 
Save up to over $200.00 
Don't forget to get megatized. 
Every Thursday! 
Students 
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nursing 
internships 
Our difference 
is your direction 
That's not a slogan. It's a 
philosophy. It means we let 
our people take the lead in 
shaping tomorrow's health 
care - and we follow them 
into the future. You can be 
part of it Differentiated 
nursing case management in 
a decentralized work 
environment. Whether 
you're a junior, senior 
or new grad, challenge 
and reward await you 
at Lutheran Hospital-
La Crosse. Fill out the 
coupon below and well fill 
you in on our internships. 
❑ Tell me more about nursing 	
t 	• 
internships at Lutheran Hospital. a 402- 
bed 
 
regional referral center in scenic La Crosse. 
Wis Send me information about the internships) I've 
checked below 
❑ Reality Summer Internship — for Juniors 
❑ Leadership Internship — for Seniors 
❑ Specialty Care Internship — for New Grads 
❑ Preceptored Med-Surg Orientation — for New Grads 
❑ Let me know about grants/ loans 
Name 	  
Address 	  
City/State/Zip 	  
Send to Jody Eddy Dept of Nursinp, Dept 5e- 24 	Lutheran Hospital-La Crosse. 1910 South Ave La Crosse. WI 54601 
of% v-- 
LUTHERAN HOSPITAL 
LA CROSSE 
7 
• 
• 
$010,104#111111111/11 MIIIIMON*11/1101/01 . 
	 . 	 . 	 . 
School should be an 
adventure. Fin 
money shouldn't. 
Come to expect the best. 
Investments • Insurance • Banking 
Ilbil NORWE ST BANKS 
IFEWINONA 
Nonvest Bank Minnesota Southeast, N.A. 	Member FDIC 	Equal Opportunity Lender 
Applying for a student loan can seem bewildering. That's why 
Norwest has a group of student loan specialists. We're here to help 
you make sense of it all; working with you to simplify the student 
loan process. We know the real adventure begins when our work 
is done. 
Our lender code is 830258, 
Student Loan Center 
1-800-658-3567 
Excel with us! 
Critical Care 
Nurse Internship 
Program 
Mayo Medical Center, 
Rochester, Minnesota 
At Mayo Medical Center, you'll find a 
commitment to excellence in the nursing 
profession as well as in patient care. 
We offer you: 
• • Six month paid internship 
program - beginning in January 
and July 
• Salary starting at $28,800 
(annual rate) 
• Rotation through five of Mayo's ten 
dynamic, advanced critical 
care units 
• Individualized orientation and 
instruction 
• Clinical Preceptorship 
• BCLS (and option of future ACLS) 
certification 
• Technologically advanced practice 
environment 
Application Deadlines 
For July : January 1, 1991 
For more information, contact 
Mayo Medical Center 
Nursing Recruitment 
P.O. Box 6057, 
Rochester, MN 55903- 6057 
Phone 1-800-247-8590 or 
507-255-4314 
An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Carothers visits WSU campus 
Q-7 plan discussed with students,faculty and staff 
V 	
By REBECCA A. GEHRTS 
News Editor 
Minnesota State University Sys-
tern (MSUS) Chancellor Robert 
Carothers made Winona State Uni-
versity the first stop on his annual 
visit to all seven schools this year. 
Carothers was on campus Nov. 8 
to speak to students, faculty and other 
constituencies. His focus was Q-7, the 
seven quality indicators named by 
the Blue Ribbon Commission in Sep-
tember. He explained the motives 
behind the push for quality and ex-
amined each indicator. 
He cited lack of funding as one of 
the reasons for the recent decrease in 
quality in state universities. The en-
rollment in the MSUS has grown by 
36 percent in the past five years. The 
problem is that funding only in-
creased by 17 percent, he said. 
"We lost ground on several critical 
elements," Carothers said. 
Those include inadequate librar-
ies and supplementary equipment, 
increased class size, lack of class 
availability, decreasing faculty/staff 
compensation and inadequate stu-
dent support services. 
Carothers said, "In an effort to 
serve as many students as we could, 
we made some compromises in qual-
ity. Perhaps too many." 
He suggested that enrollment may 
have to be limited at the universities. 
"One of the things the Commis-
sion heard most often while research-
ing was that students at the universi-
ties were not 
able todeal with 
collegiate-level 
work," Caroth-
ers said. "The 
state universi-
ties ought to get 
out of the reme-
dial education." 
He empha-
sized, however, 
that "the goal is 
not to cut enroll-
ment, but rather 
to enhance the 
quality" of the 
existing educa-
tion. 
The answer 
is the Q-7 pro-
gram. Its im-
plementation, 
however, won't,   
be easy, Caroth- 
ers warned. 
"To do these things will take a 
tremendous challenge," he said. "It is 
a process that can't be done over-
night." 
Therefore, the MSUS has asked 
each university to set up a 10-year 
plan of implementing the seven qual-
ity indicators, with benchmarks to 
show what progress is made along 
the way. 
Another central concern will be 
funding. 
"It's not an issue of how many 
students do you want us to spread the 
available money over, but how many 
students do you want us to give a 
quality educa tion to?" Carothers said. 
WSU President Darrell Krueger 
seconded this idea. 
"The discussion is shifting from 
how many students we should serve 
to how well we can serve those here,"  
he added. 
To seek increased funding, the 
MSUS will be endorsing the Q-7 pro-
gram during the upcoming legisla-
tion session. 
"I am confident we can work with 
the new government," he said. 
Specifically, plugs will be made 
for libraries, 
equipment, fac-
ulty and staff em-
ployment, and 
student wages. 
Carothers also 
said each univer-
sity will have to 
find areas to 
make cuts in to 
allow for Q-7 
funding. 
One goal of 
the MSUS, ac-
cording to 
Carothers, is to 
fully fund every 
student by 1993. 
This goal could 
be accomplished 
with four possi-
bilities, he said, 
all of which will 
be studied: 
• hold enroll- 
ment constant 
• increase tuition costs 
• increase appropriations 
• reallocate existing funds 
Carothers also presented chal-
lenges to various groups on campus. 
He encouraged the faculty and staff 
to "be more articulate to the legisla-
ture about the things going on on 
campuses." 
He challenged the students to 
recognize the tremendous rate of 
change occurring around them. He 
told a student assembly to imagine 
the day they were born as the center 
of all events in human history. 
"More has happened since you 
were born than in all of history before 
then," he said. "You deserve and 
should expect the same quality of 
education that those students who 
pay to go to Carleton do." 
Meet 
Continued from page 2 
Krueger said that because of the 
state the library and equipment are 
in, it would have provided a starting 
ground. He added that wha t he really 
wanted to use the money for was lev-
erage to show the Legislature and 
public that students had made a state-
ment of what is important. 
"I was hoping our student body 
was of a nature to make that state-
ment, to make that sacrifice," he said. 
Krueger emphasized that he 
would not go over student senate's 
head to overturn its decision to not 
implement the fees. 
"I don't plan on playing politics," 
he said. "I feel responsible for trying 
to understand." 
Other issues discussed were the 
impact of Q-7 on the WSU campus, 
recycling in the dorms, parking fees 
and some of the problems facing in-
ternational students. 
Disbursement 
Continued from page 1 
The disbursement process takes a 
long time, according to Thorn. WSU 
has had the same basic computer 
system to help with disbursement 
since 1975. 
When the loan checks are proc-
essed, they must be logged on index 
cards, which are then alphabetized. 
Next, the loans are checked to make 
sure the students don't have any 
defaulted loans. Checks for students 
who still owe for classes or for emer-
gency loans must also have a bill at-
tached to them. Affidavits of Educa-
tional Purpose must be attached to 
each loan check. Finally, checks for 
students who are enrolled at the 
Rochester campus are sent there. 
Chancellor Robert Carothers 
"In an effort to serve as 
many students as we 
could, we made some 
compromises in quality. 
Perhaps too many... The 
goal is not to cut enroll-
ment, but rather to en-
hance the quality. " 
Robert Carothers 
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Top left: 
Diana Frueh spreads wood chips 
around plants to get them ready 
for winter. 
Top center: 
Jennifer Wolner talks to Caesar 
and Domiano, two local children 
who were watching them work, 
about how Jesus can be their 
friend 
Top right: 
Dawn Syverson scrubs a bath-
room wall. 
Bottom: 
Jennifer Wolner and Diana Frueh 
load the wheelbarrow with wood 
chips. 
Students 
take time 
out to help 
Seven Winona State University 
students set studying aside for two 
days in the midst of last quarter's fi-
nals to work in the inner city of Chi-
cago. 
Dawn Syverson, Jenny Lantow, 
Jennifer Wolner, Diana Frueh, Alan 
Carlson, Becky Kim and Jerry Brom-
men accompanied Bob Bartelme, As-
sociate Pastor of Pleasant Valley Evan-
gelical Free Church, to the Austin 
community of- Chicago's inner city 
Now, 17 and 18. 
While there, they stayed and 
worked at Circle Urban Ministries. 
Upon arriving at the mission, the 
group did yard work, cleaned bath-
rooms and organized a storage room. 
They attended Sunday School and 
church service at The Rock of Our 
Salvation Evangelical Free Church 
(The Rock), which are held at the 
mission. 
Some of the students prepared for 
the trip by studying for finals ahead of 
time. 
Syverson, senior elementary edu-
cation major, said she studied for fi-
nals well in advance, so taking the 
weekend off from studying wasn't a 
problem. 
She said she liked the fact that they 
went in the middle of finals. 
She said the timing of the trip was 
one of the reasons she went. Syverson 
said it was "an escape from the books 
for awhile." 
The experience has stayed with the 
students. 
Alan Carlson, senior computer sci-
ence major, enjoyed getting to know 
the other students better. 
Most of the students had never been 
to the inner city before. 
Syverson said, "Although I wasn't 
there very long, I got a taste of inner 
city life." While there, she gained an 
awareness of the needs of the people 
of the Austin community and "how 
we can use whatever little talents we 
have to help them," she said. 
The area isn't as dangerous as it 
once was. 
In a recent letter sent to the partici-
pants, Donald Ingram, a white who 
has lived in the Austin community for 
over 21 years, wrote, "...many black 
folk are Godly, enterprising, caring 
and don't fit the media message at 
all." He said that much of the racial 
mistrust and fear has come from 
"factors such as white flight, real es-
tate scare tactics, black folds moving 
in at night (and) all the community 
institutions going through a consider-
able transition if they continue to exist 
and all." 
He said, "One of the important 
goals of Rock Church is racial recon-
ciliation." 
The trip was sponsored by Pleas-
ant Valley Evangelical Free Church. 
The church, located in Winona, paid 
most of the expenses. Students paid 
for meals and $5 for lodging at the 
mission. 
Top left: 
Jenny Lantow cleans a mirror in 
one of the bathrooms at the 
mission. 
Top right: 
Alan Carlson carries a box in the 
basement of the mission, 
Bottom: 
Becky Kim, Bob Bartelme and 
Jerry Brommen listen as David 
Augustus (left center) discusses 
the assignments he is giving them 
for the afternoon. 
CPhotos and text by Carol Dose) 
CHECK OUT 
BANGERS 
NEW LUNCH 
MENU!!! 
Buy one sandwich & get the second sandwich 
at half price (must be of equal or greater value) 
HAVE YOUR NEXT BASH WITH US!! 
CALL 452-4606 FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CiktUOklj 'S ILALLN,ARIC, 
LOCATED IN THE WINONA MALL 
1 0 % 	0 F F 	A L L 
C3-112. 1 ,STTIAS nti2,C3-EANDI,SE 
WITH COUPON 
EXPIRES 	1 2 / 1 5 
We have a wide 
selection of 
Christmas cards 
to fit every 
personality. 
Come in soon 
and find yours. 
-4fatmcett, 
When you care enough to send the very best. 
THE ORIGINAL PIZZA BUFFET 
FOR JUST 
$ 4.29 PLUS TAX 
YOUR ENTIRE GROUP CAN 
ENJOY FOR JUST $4.29 EACH 
WITH THIS COUPON 
EXPIRES 01-2-91 
WINONA'S ORIGINAL 
PIZZA BUFFET! 
EVERY MONDAY AND TUESDAY EVENING 
FROM 4:30 - 8:30. ENJOY ALL THE 
PIZZA , PASTA, SALAD BAR, GARLIC 
BREAD, AND SODA POP AND WATCH 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL. 
2ND AND JOHNSON; ACROSS FROM MINGLES 
FAST HOT DELIVERY 454-3403 
-- WE DELIVER -- 
PIZZA • SUBS • GHARGRILLED BURGERS • 
CHICKEN FILETS • CHICKEN • SHRIMP • 
APPETIZERS • PASTA • SALADS • 
We'd like to 
compliment you 
on your choice. 
'EMMmivmm-wv:VvW 
mmno,wa, 
';21amammma. 
• 
• 
:444.4.<44X 
	• .4 
Save now on select color Macintosh systems. 
Now through January 5, 1991, take advantage of special savings when you 
buy a Macintosh® IIsi, Macintosh IIci , or Macintosh IIfx computer and an AppleColor - 
High-Resolution RGB Monitor.* 
Whether you choose the new Macintosh IIsi , Apple's latest powerful, affordable 
system. Or the Macintosh lid, known for its high performance and expandability. Or the 
maximum-performance Macintosh IIfx, with its virtually unlimited expandability. You'll 
be getting a system of lasting value. Not to mention special savings when you buy your 
system with the AppleColor High-Resolution RGB Monitor. 
Hurry in today for a closer look at these Macintosh II systems. You'll praise their 
value, and we'll compliment you on your choice with special savings. No matter 
which system you choose. 
For ALL your computer 
needs, visit Somsen, Hall 
Room 207 or call 457-5545 
*Offer good October 15, 1990 through January 5, 1991. Offer void where prohibited by law. 
0990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. AppleColor is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. so  
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Pregnant 
and afraid? 
There is a friend who cares 
pirthright 
4 52 -242 1 
free pregnancy test 	free confidential ,help 
Student Services Lenslab, P.O.. Box 22-2596, Hollywood, Florida 33022 
Save up to 50% or more on your 
Cot:Menem 
The exact same lenses your doctor ordered at ubolesale prices. 
Our low prices let you SAVE OP TO 50% OR MORE! 
Lenses as low as $14 per pair...no clubs to join 
...no hassles...no gimmicks. Most lenses shipped 
to you within 24 hours via Federal Express & all 
are 100% GUARANTEEDISimply call in your Doctor's 
name and phone number(or address) using our toll 
free number below.(24 hours-7 days) Our optician 
will contact your Doctor for you and obtain your 
prescription.(Verification is required to order) 
START SAVING NOW! ORDER TOLL-FREE 1-800-726-7802 TODAY! 
(Lenses sent C.O.D. with FREE shipping and insurance!) 
im 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
YES... we can 
save you up to 
50% and more on 
all name brands 
...including new 
"disposables". 
24 Hours 
7 Days 
Kar Yuh Ng and Mary Ng play the fox catching the 
chickens game with St. Charles elementary stu- 
Rob H. Sklenar/Winonan Staff 
dents (above). Wong Kam Fook teaches a first 
grader about the Malaysian culture (right). 
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S Variety 	Section II 
The BoDeans : Waukesha band plays WSU 
By DENISE HUN GERFORD 
Variety Editor 
Approximately 2,000 people turned 
out to hear the BoDeans, a Waukesha, 
Wis. based band, at McCoWn Gymna-
sium at Winona State University last 
Saturday night. 
The University Programming Ac-
tivities Committee ( U-PAC) sponsored 
the concert which opened with music 
by local band Hodge Podge. 
U-PAC PresidentJodiMarafiot, said 
1,000 tickets were sold prior to the 
concert and about another thousand at 
the door. The concert was open to the 
public but the audience consisted pri-
marily of college students. 
The event was advertised at Saint 
,Mary's College and University Wis-
consin-La Crosse as well as Winona 
State University. Promotions included 
a joint effort with local radio stations 
KAGE and KQAL and LaCrosse's Z-93 
who gave away free tickets over the 
air. 
Marafiot said she was pleased with 
the results of the $15,000 investment. 
t went super," she said. "Set-up began 
at 9:00 Saturday morning and every-
thing was down by 1:00 Sunday morn-
ing." 
Joe Reed, student activities director 
and U-PAC advisor, added , "there 
were no major incidents" security-wise. 
" He said there were only a few inci-
dents where students tried to bring al-
cohol on to the premises and at least 
one of them resulted in an arrest. 
Campus security as well as local 
police reserves and 12 WSU football 
players provided security near the 
stage and in the surrounding areas. 
Reed would like to have seen more 
people in attendance, but conceded 
that as long as the students present 
enjoyed the show it was successful. 
U-PAC worked with Eric Hening 
Promotions based in Pennsylvania to 
, book the BoDeans. 
Marafiot said U-PAC had gotten re-
quests from students to bring the band 
to campus and since Hodge Podge had 
local ties and is popular among stu-
dents, U-PAC found them to be the ob-
vious choice to open the concert. 
U-PAC hopes to have one more 
"big name" concert tentatively planned Kurt Neumann, guitarist for the BoDeans, plays before an enthusiastic crowd last Saturday in McCown gym. for the first part of April.  
Concert Review 
By DEAN KORDER 
Did you ever notice how much rock concerts resemble fashion shows ? 
Fashion shows with a real twist. Fashion shows from hell. You see it all at rock 
concerts. Rock concerts are the fashion shows of youth, no matter how de-
mented that notion seems to be. Rock concerts are events and a rock concert 
at Winona State is truly, an event. 
That was the case Satuday night, when the BoDeans blew into town (ahead 
of the snowstorm) for a concert right here at Winona State. Those that made 
it enjoyed an event, and those who didn't make it...well, you blew it. You see, 
anytime U-PAC brings a big name to town it's an event, and you, if you are 
anybody, should be there. 
First up, was Winona's own Hodge Podge featuring: Steve Davern on lead 
vocals, Kurt Ebinger on bass, Bob Molitor on drums, and Jason Fladger on 
guitar. All of these guys have attended Winona State at one time or another 
and they've been a standard of the Winona concert scene (whatever that 
means) for the last couple years. They were just the thing to get the crowd 
geared up for a night of live entertainment. 
Fronted by Steve, whose stage presence is the heart of this outfit, they cut 
loose with a set of original and cover tunes. The only question I had was, 
where's the drummer ? There was a set of drums, on risers, on stage, but no 
one was playing them. Were my senses decieving me? Are they lip-synching? 
I could hear someone playing the drums, I just couldn't see them. It took me 
a moment, and a few drum sticks rising out of the air, to realize that Bob was 
underneath that set of drums playing his own drums. An unusual set-up, but, 
hey, they got to open up for the BoDeans. Steve told me later, "It's Christmas 
for me. The best day of my life." 
After Hodge Podge left the stage there came the thing concert goers hate 
most...intermission. It always seems to take forever for the next band to come 
on, and what is there to do in McCown Gym while you're waiting ? You don't 
have a lot of choices. So what do you do ? Well, if you got it good, this is the 
time you go see what you get with your backstage pass. 
That's right, I had a backstage pass for the BoDeans. I was psyched. I was 
ready. I had to go to the bathroom. I made it back before the lights went out, 
signaling the entrance of the BoDeans. 
I watched them, four figures in the dull light of a pocket flashlight, as they 
took the stage. And take it they did. 
The BoDeans are one hell of a live band. Heralding from Waukesha, Wis. 
they have learned how to master their trade on the road. They played songs 
from all three of their earlier albums ("Love & Hope & Sex & Dreams," 
"Outside Looking In," and last year's "Home" ) and some from their upcom-
ingalbum (untitled, as of yet). And they played them with a vengence. Sammy 
Lianas and Kurt "Beau" Neumann, the lead singers and songwriters of the 
band, traded vocals and guitar lines that were every bit as infectious live as 
they are on compact disc. Backed up by Bob Griffin on bass, Micheal Ramos 
on keyboards, and Danny Gaol on drums the band played as if they were on 
fire. There was not a sour note among them. They started off with "Brand 
New" and from that moment on they had the crowd of two thousand eating 
out of their hands. 
The crowd danced, swayed, and sang along throughout the night. One 
memorable moment was when Sammy started singing Del Shannon's "Run-
away" as a lead into his own "She's a Runaway." 
Sammy has a voice unlike any other in rock and roll. When he sings, there 
is no doubt it's him. Add to that the vocal pipes of Kurt, some harmonies, some 
stage chatter and some great tunes, and you have yourself a night of music that 
you won't soon forget. You have an event. And that's what it was. A 
wonderful event. 
Matt Sazama/Whonan Staff 
Multi-Cultural Awareness Day held in St. Charles 
Andrew Ng, a WSU junior ac-
counting major, talked to students 
about Malaysia. "We demonstrate 
traditional costumes. We also show 
slides a nd teach them basic language," 
she said. 
Siva Ramasamy, junior social work 
classrooms where they experienced 
various cultures, food, dance and 
cultural activities. 
They were also given passports to 
be used for entrance into each "coun-
try. 
"It enabled the children to really 
liked seeing the Chinese people the 
best, "They have neat dresses." 
Another student in the third grade, 
Jennifer Card, added it was a fun 
experience, "They have nice things to 
show." 
By PAM JOHNSON 
Winonan Staff 
Winona State University interna-
tional and American minority stu-
dents reached out and touched ap-
proximately 550 children last Friday 
at Saint Charles,Minn..This was part 
of the Multi-Cultural /Global Aware- 
ness Day, a day-long program de-
signed to provide children from 
kindergarten through 6th grade a tSt, 
Charles Elementary School with ex-
posure to different cultures. 
The purpose of the program was 
to provide an opportunity to students 
from homogeneous backgrounds by 
exposing them to a wide variety of 
cultural backgrounds, Terri Markos,  
direc for of international students said. 
Nancy Bambeneckgo mmunity 
coordinator, said,"Our vision is to 
give the students here (at St. Charles) 
global awareness." 
Approximately 140 international 
and minority students representing 
Malaysia, Japan, Pakistan, Saudi 
Arabia, China, Indonesia and other 
countries participated in the event.  
major from Malaysia, said "It's a 
cultural sharing event. It's to let the 
students at St. Charles know my cul-
ture and my other friend; from all 
over the world." 
Ramasamy added that it's a great 
opportunity to know about other 
people's way of life and culture. 
Throughout the day, children 
rotated every 25 minutes to different 
Deb BenedettAMnonan Staff 
experience what they would have to 
have if they were to go to foreign 
lands", said volunteer Lucille Rup-
precht. "It's something they'll be able 
to have forever." 
One anxious student was pleased 
with the day's activities. Sarah 
Cipolla, a student in the third grade, 
said she liked to see people from dif-
ferent countries. But she said she 
The day was heightened when 
international students showed their 
flags in an opening flag parade. The 
event was then followed with various 
dances and songs and a grande finale 
which all international and minority 
students participated in. 
The day ended with a reception 
and awards given as recognition of 
participation. 
"We have hoped to show the dif-
ferent cultures and give our students 
a new awareness and appreciation 
for that culture," Bembenek said. 
Calvin Winbush, director of the 
cultural diversity program, added 
that it's very important that students 
be aware of different cultures. 
"Once they leave school, they will 
find it necessary to deal with people 
from different cultures." 
This program was made possible 
through a joint effort of the cultural 
diversity office, international student 
office and education department in 
conjuction with the St. Charles School 
District. This was the second event in 
a three-part series to promote cul-
tural diversity. 
Observance of AIDS- related deaths held on campus 
• 
By JENNIFER PETTIT 
Winonan Staff 
The second annual "Day Without 
Art," a national observance of the 
AIDS crisis was observed Dec. 1, 
though activities were limited on 
Winona State University's campus. 
The only visible evidence of the 
observance was the covering of the 
nameplate and the play billing on the 
front of the Performing Arts Center 
and a lone poster placed outside the 
building letting people know who  
participated in the event including a 
list of about a thousand names of 
artist who have died from AIDS . 
Mark Wujcik, a senior theater ma-
jor was the driving force behind 
wanting to participate in observing 
the event. 
"I want people to be aware of the 
problem," he said. "People just don't 
realize that one out of five-hundred 
college students is infected with the 
HIV-virus. It (AIDS) affects every-
one." 
The very thing Wujcik wanted to 
confront became real for him in plan-
ning activities for the event. His origi-
nal idea was to park a hearse in front 
of the building, with headstones 
placed around it stating AIDS related 
statistics , to show people the prob-
lem of AIDS. 
The hearse scenario never materi-
alized since the person renting the 
vehicle out was reluctant to have it 
used for such a purpose. 
According to Wujcik, the man was 
afraid using a hearse for such a pur-
pose could lead to a stigma being  
attached to his business. 
Wujcik said this reluctance was 
felt through the entire planning stage. 
Wujcik originally brought the idea to 
the theater production team because 
"Day Without Art" was coinciding 
with the opening of "A Christmas 
Carol." Wujcik said about half of the 
production team was opposed to the 
whole idea. 
"They didn't think it was appro- 
priate for the kids who would be com- 
ing to see the performance," he said. 
The night of the performance there 
were a few kids in the audience, 
however, many of the adults present 
didn't even notice the activities con-
nected with the the AIDS observation 
effort. 
"We came in the side door and 
didn't notice anything out of the ordi-
nary," said Tara Fleener, a sopho-
more business administration major. 
One student, an observer who 
wasn't watching the performance 
said, "I don't see why they don't just 
shut the whole building down. A day 
without art means NO art. It seems  
hypocritical to me." 
Chris Johnson, president of the 
Wenonah Players addressed this by 
saying that he didn't think the show 
should be stopped. 
"Both the Guthrie and the Walker 
Art Center (in Minneapolis) are going 
ahead with normal business. At the 
Walker they can't afford to close the 
whole gallery and to cover part of it 
doesn't make the point," he said. 
A "Day Without Art" activities 
were endorsed by the Wenonah Play-
ers and the theater department. 
English prof 
receives award 
By ERIC LEVINE 
Special to the Winonan 
His name may not be as famous as 
Twain, Hemingway, or Faulkner yet, 
but Emilio DeGrazia is starting to be 
recognized as one of Minnesota's 
emerging new writers. 
DEC ra zia has recently been named 
winner of the 1990 Minnesota Voices 
Project competition for his novella 
"Billy Brazil," according to a state-
ment released by the book's editors. 
In the competition, only four win-
ners are selected each year from writ-
ers of prose and poetry in Minnesota, 
Wisconsin, Iowa, South Dakota and 
North Dakota. 
DeGrazia says he is thrilled and 
delighted to be one of the winners. "I 
have tried to win this competition four 
times before." 
He started writing the book in 1982. 
Since then he has revised it in 1984 and 1989. It is now 350 pages. 
In Apri11991, he plans to revise thebook's current ending, which he isn't 
happy with. "I have the idea for a better ending in my mind," he said. 
"Writing the ending has been the hardest part of writing the book," De-
Grazia said. "It's hard to come up with a good ending." 
The book is set in a small university town, like Winona. Its main theme 
is that "society should find better structures to care for the people that don't 
fit in." 
The book's publisher, New Rivers Press, describes the book as "at once 
an intelligent and convincing novel and so absorbing it is difficult to put 
down." 
The book will be released in October 1991 and published in February 
1992. 
DeGrazia has had one other book published called "Enemy Country," 
which is a collection of short stories about Vietnam. It won the Writer's 
Choice for fiction collection in 1985. 
He has also had numerous works published in academic and literary 
magazines, such as the "Green River Review" and "Touchstone." 
DeGrazia has been a professor of English atWinona State University for 
21 years. Despite his success as a writer, he said, "teaching is more 
important than writing." 
"It is so hard to make a living as a writer," he said. He adds that he 
doesn't want himself taken too seriously as a writer. 
DeGrazia is probably best known in Winona for his work with the "Grea t 
River Review,' which he started in 1977. 
Currently, DeGrazia said he is "vaguely involved with the "Great River 
Review." But he said that in six months he plans to be the review's fiction 
editor. 
As for working on other literary projects, DeGrazia replied, "Always." 
Emilio De Grazia 
Wild ride 
Rob H. Sklenar/Winonan Staff 
Freshman Teri Greves received a unicycle ride from Rick Sch-
nitker from Variety in Motion Wednesday night in Somson Au-
ditorium. 
Mon.-Fri. 10-8, Sat. 10.5, Sun. 12.5 
Downtown La Crosse • (608) 785-0777 
Downtown Winona • (507) 452-0181 Chi111:40,/ 
calvin klein • j h collectibles • karen scott • ellen tracy • Ilz clalborne 
Step Into Fall In Style... 
AT GREAT SAVINGS! 
50% to 80% OFF 
Original Retail Price 
We buy overstocks, end of season and 
closeouts... And pass the savings on to 
you! 
carols little • glorgio amani • anne klein 11 • perry •nis • even nicone 
Hmong Club 
President: Eric Xiong 
Club Purpose: To develop a better relationship among Hmong and Winona State students through cultural 
and social activities. 
Club Activities: The club will sponsor a two day "Hmong Culture Show" Dec. 6-7, 11 am. - 4:30 p.m. in 
the lower hyphen of Kryzsko Commons for its members, WSU students and faculty and the community 
where club will have traditional food and arts and crafts for sale. The club plays "pick up" volleyball games 
at CST gym every Tuesday and Thursday as well. 
Club Size: Curently the club has 21 members. 
How to Join: The Hmong Club is open to all WSU students who are interested in getting to know and 
learning about the Hmongculture. Meetings arebi-monthly on Tuesdays. times and locations will be posted. 
Eric Xiong 
s.& 
84 Chevy Z-28....SOLD 	$7843 
88 Chevy Beretta 	$7495 
85 Chevy Type 1C $4843 
88 Chevy lroc 	 SOLD 	  $12843 
88 Chevy lroc $12843 
86 Chevy Z-24 	 $6943 
84 Chevy Z-28....SOLD 	$5849 
89 Dodge Daytona 	$10843 
85 Dodge Omni GLM 	$3995 
88 Ford Mustang GT 	 SOLD..., 
$6843 
p6 Honda CRX 	 $5943 
89 Honda CRX $9943 
84 Honda Prelude...SOLD 	$6443 
88 Honda Prelude 	$12795 
88 Honda CRX SI..SOLD,..$9843 
84 Mazda Pulsar 	 $5995 
81 Nissan 300ZX $6895 
88 Pontiac Firebird 	SAVE 
88 Pontiac Trans AM 	$AVE 
85 Pontiac Fiero SE..SOLD$5843 
89 Toyota Celica ST 	$10,995 
83 Toyota Supra 	 $4850 
86 Toyota Celica GT 	SOLD.... 
88 Toyota MR2 	 $9590 
86 Nissan Pulsar NX 	SOLD.... 
WAGONS 
87 Chevy Blazer....SOLD 	 
87 Chevy Suburban 	SOLD..... 
82 Chevy Suburban 	SOLD.... 
89 Dodge Grand 	$16,443 
88 Dodge Van $2443 
89 ChevySpectrum 	$5443 
84 Chevy Monte Carlo...SOLD 
89 Chrysler LeBaron 	$8495 
88 Ford T-Bird 	 $8995 
89 Honda Civic 	 SOLD 	 
_86 Honda Civic 	SOLD 	 
82 Honda Civic 	SOLD 	 
89 Honda Civic 	SOLD 	 
89 Honda Accord LXI 	$12,495 
89 Honda Accord LXI 	$12,995 
88 Hyundai Excel GS 	SOLD... 
89 Mazda MX6 	 $11,848 
88 Mazda MX6 LX 	$9895 
87 Mitsubishi Cordia 	SOLD... 
84 Olds Cutlass 	 $6843 
82 Toyota Starlet 	SOLD 	 
82 Toyota Corolla $1940 
74 VW Beetle 	SOLD 	 
4 DOORS 
88 Audi 90 	 $ 	95 
88 Chevy Corsica 	$7843 
88 Chevy Corsica $8843 
84 Chevy Celebrity. 	$3643 
88 Chevy Corsi6a 	$7843 
' 86 Chevy Eurosport 	$5843 
87 Chevy Spectrum......SOLD 
87 Dodge Lancer 	$6995 
87 Dodge Shadow $4995 
MILES OF SMILES 
88 Ford EXP  
DA 
marCoLERKs U) 
11101 & meq • Now Cw*C•eler (1047114-12$0 
'Mk& Cow • Vold Cur Na•• PONM-IIND 	4 
74.d) q 
ore Sis' viiNr 
MOTORWERKS 
CONSIGNMENT 
PROGRAM 
Call Chris Schneider 
at 608.784.6470 
for details! 
1 
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Miller's, Avalon, Wolves, first-rate 
Costner's directing debut successful; Coen brothers shine again 
By JOEL HESS 
Movie Reviewer 
Some time has passed since I wrote 
a review, but during that span I've 
had the chance to see a number of 
movies. With that in mind I'm not 
only going to write about one movie, 
but rather three of them. Each of the 
movies is very different from the 
other. Chances are they will never 
arrive in Winona. 
Miller's Crossing After a quarter 
of mentioning this movie in my col-
umn I finally got to see it. In an 
autumn that is filled with gangster 
movies, this one rises to the top. 
Miller's Crossing shys away from the 
typical mob movie genre which is 
used only as a backdrop. 
The last movies that the Coen 
brothers, Joel and Ethan, offered us 
before Miller's Crossing was Raising 
Arizona and before that Blood Simple. 
Both were received by the critics pretty 
well; they were good, not great. How 
did the Coen brothers all of sudden 
get so good? There was about a four 
year lay-off from Raising Arizona, so 
time was definitely a factor. Plus, the 
brothers wanted to raise their ability 
to the next level. They did it with this 
movie. Miller's Crossing opened the 
By JULIE HOLLANDER 
Special to the Winonan 
Rochester You & Me sponsored an 
international day camp for the Roch-
ester elementary children at the Mayo 
high school on Nov. 3. 
"This was our first year sponsor-
ing the international day camp for the 
kids. We have had this international 
day for adults, but now believe that 
we should start off teaching the young 
about multi-cultural diversity," said 
Bruce Rodgers, coordinator of the 
international day camp. 
There were 32 Winona State Uni-
versity students who participated in 
the camp as squad leaders and ap-
proximately 235 elementary students 
that were involved. 
, The squad leaders were respon-
sible for the elementary students and 
lead them to each of the different 
activities scheduled for the day. 
The schedule included several of 
the following activities: opening pro-
gram, ethnic presentations, dance 
activities, art activities, international 
games, lunch and a closing ceremony. 
In the opening program, the chil-
dren were greeted by the Mayor of 
Rochester and learned camp songs. 
"We all came as immigrants to this 
country. This is a land of opportunity 
and we should all make this world a 
better place to live in under God by 
making equality for all," said Mayor 
Hazama. 
The squads then went to interna-
tional rooms where they were given 
ethnic presentations by the Rochester 
International Association. 
This association consists of inter-
national people from 100 different 
countries. 
During these presentations the 
international people talked about their 
countries, climate, customs, food, 
dress and sang songs. 
New York Film Festival in September 
and in October it opened nationwide, 
except here. 
There isn't a Jack Nicholson or 
Robert Redford present to carry the 
movie; instead there's John Turturro, 
Albert Finney, Marcia Gay Harden, 
and Gabriel Byrne-- actors who gen-
erally don't receive top-billing in a 
movie they star in. 
Miller's Crossing is set in 1929 New 
Orleans, not Chicago or New York 
like a typical mob movie. Finney 
plays an Irish mob boss who owns 
New Orleans. He and his assistant, 
Byrne, are faced with the problem of 
killing a Jewish bookie, Turturro. The 
problem is that Turturro's sister is the 
mistress of Byrne and Finney. Byrne 
and Finney break their ties with one 
another when Finney finds out that 
they are sharing the same girl.. That 
starts the double-crossing, the lying 
and the citywide gang war. 
The script is grea t, there's an excel-
lent cast, incredible visuals, and terri-
fic costumes. A movie not to be 
missed!! ***** 
Avalon In 1914, Sam Krichinsky 
emigrated from Russia to the United 
States, in search of the American 
Dream. Avalon traces his journey and 
subsequent life. It is the first movie 
since Rain Man that Barry Levinson 
"It was real fun. I liked learning 
about another culture," said Erin 
Kuile, a 10-year-old elementary stu-
dent and Girl Scout. 
Art activities were sponsored by 
the Girl Scouts. 
These activities included drawing 
what the students felt home was and 
pumpkin decorating. 
The Boy Scouts sponsored game 
booths where the students won prizes 
and students from the students asso-
ciation (international students from 
the 535 school district) shared their  
has directed and is the third install-
ment of the Baltimore trilogy, that 
started with Diner, then Tin Men, and 
now Avalon. Avalon is also semi-auto-
biographical to Levison: a movie that 
he was able to do because of the suc-
cess of Rain Man. 
Avalon is the name given the row 
of houses in Baltimore where the 
Krichinsky family lives. Like Miller's 
Crossing there isn't a big movie star 
present, but rather a capable cast that 
includes Armin Mueller-Stahl, Aidan 
Quinn, Elizabeth Perkins, and Joan 
Plowright. 
Avalon follows the Krichinsky 
family from Sam's arrival in 1914 to 
the 1960's. This is more than a movie 
of just a family; it shows the impact 
television had on American culture 
and the disintegration of the extended 
family. Avalon also shows the move-
ment of people from the city into the 
suburbs. 
Avalon is a movie that focuses on 
one family's history. It is the story 
that stays with the viewer long after 
leaving the theatre. **** 
Dances With Wolves Authentic-
ity. That's the aim for actor-director 
Kevin Costner in his latest and most 
challenging movie to date. Wolves is 
Costner's vehicle all the way. He 
demanded from the studio that he get 
different international games. 
"I think it was a great idea for 
everyone to get together to learn about 
the different cultures," said Mandy 
Chao, an international student from 
Cambodia. 
The day ended with a Hmong pipe 
player, skits put on by squad groups, 
camp songs and the Boy Scouts retir-
ing the colors. 
Rodgers said the day went well,but 
there were a few problems with regis-
tration because 800 elementary stu-
dents were expected and there was 
last cut of the movie, and that Wolves 
be three hours in length. 
A western that is three hours I6ng 
is a tough sell, but Kevin pulls it off. 
In Wolves Costner plays John 
Dunbar, a Civil War hero who wants 
to go see the frontier before it disap-
pears. Dunbar ends up in the Dakotas 
where he meets the Sioux Indians. 
Costner shows the Indian way of life 
like no other movie has done before. 
The Indians are not cast as the "clay 
pigeons" they're made to be in most 
other westerns. Much of the movie, 
has English subtitles, because the 
Indians speak their native language, 
Lakota. Wolves contains the most 
breath taking shots of the year, 
whether it be the landscape or the 
scene of a buffalo hunt. The audience 
is taken into the Sioux culture and as 
a result, we can feel their emotions 
toward the white man and to the other 
tribes in the area. 
Wolves may be three hours long, 
but the viewer becomes so taken up 
in the flow of the movie that it doesn't 
seem that long. It even leaves you 
wanting more. 
Do not wait for this movie to come 
on video or it will seem like three 
hours and the impact will be lost. 
Wolves should bring Costner Oscar 
nominations for bothactor and direc-
tor. ***** 
only a turn-out of approximately 235 
students. Advertising of the event 
confused many parents and caused 
the absence of many elementary stu-
dents, but next year Rodgers plans to 
correct these problems as well as make 
a few other changes. 
"This was a great experience for 
the children and I. Being in elemen-
tary education, I feel that it is impor-
tant for the students to become aware 
of the multi-cultural diversity at an 
early age," said squad leader Jenny 
Johnson, a WSU education major. 
Day Camp introduces cultures 
TH 
GOING 
MIDST AS 
The 
Psychedelic 
A Snack a 
3  On KQAL. 
(, 
••••Featuring the finest in 
unedited music from ROCK'S 
most inventive and unique era 
--the late sixties and 
early seventies from 
Jefferson Airplane 
to Pink Floyd•••• 
ciV 
—Every Tuesday on K041_ 89.5 with your host 
Stuart Johnson —Requests encouraged•• 
Carol Dose/Photo Editor 
Jodi Koch performs as part of the lobby show before the play, "A Christmas Carol," last Monday night. 
Student Coalition Against War 
( An informal student group ) 
Winona State University 
Winona, MN 55987 
We call on all municipalities, 
institutions, and citizens to 
participate. Those Who do will he 
thanked. 
Pre-show performance 
Student Coalition Against War! 
A NIGHT WITHOUT LIGHTS 
WSU MON DEC. 10 	 STATEWIDE SAT. DEC. 15 
join the call for a peaceful resolution in the Persian Gulf by 
turning off your holiday lights. 
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TES: DEO. THIW 	)EC. 15 
Clothing 	 
Lamps  
Records and Toys 	 
W.S.0 Seat Cushions 
Briefcases 	 
Hair Dryers  
Pen & Pencil Sets 	 
Calculators 	 
Watches & Clocks 	 
Book bags 	 
Calendars  
20% OFF 
25% OFF 
20% OFF 
20% OFF 
30% OFF 
20% OFF 
10% OFF 
20% OFF 
20% OFF 
20% OFF 
50% OFF 
All Posters 
	
Pillow Pets & Puppets 	 
Planning Books- 
Appointment Books 	 
Umbrellas 	 
Caps  
Pop 	 
Health & Beauty Aids- 
College Mugs 	 
Kodak Film  
W.S.0 Thermometers- 
Christmas Cards 	 
50% OFF 
10% OFF 
50% OFF 
50% OFF 
20% OFF 
20% OFF 
10% OFF 
20% OFF 
10% OFF 
10% OFF 
50% OFF 
10% OFF 
Creative 
Cuts 
Come and save at our 
3-to liciaij Speci,at 
naircut 
	cut out !coupon perm, 8Q cut 
6•25 32.00 
L 
keg 7.50 exp 1/31 I keg 37.00 
L  
exp 1/31 
  
454-7922 
67 Laf a9ette, Winona, TIN 
n 9 - 1 
'Toes -Fri, 9-7 
	Pauli nitcbefi 
Sat 9 -2 
	 Nexxus Products 
PIZZA  
/P\ 
Presents. . . 
The Ultimate 
Wednesday Special 
$5.00 
14" Large 
Pepperoni - Extra Cheese 
411■11111 
THE 
CPA EXAM. 
GUARANTEED. 
• 76% pass rate 
• 3 month course 
• Diagnostic pre-test 
• Free repeat policy 
• Comprehensive written materials 
• Nationally recognized lecturers 
• Extensive testing and review 
Classes in Minneapolis, St. Paul, St. Cloud, 
Duluth, Grand Forks, Moorhead, Mankato, 
Winona, Roithester & Madison, WI 
Over 85 locations nationwide. 
Register by Dec. 15 and Save $100 
For more informaticn call 	ingiaR 
1-800-328-4444 	DUFFY 
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What's Goin' On 	 
Choir Concert 
The WSU Concert Choir, under the direction of Dr. Harry A. Mechell, 
presents "The Carol of the Bells" Saturday, Dec. 8 at 7 p.m. in the Performing 
Arts Center at WSU. 
The program features the Adult Bell Choir of Central United Methodist 
Curch under the direction of Elsie Naylor. 
The 70-voice Concert Choir representing WSU students from all majors 
will perform a selection of traditional Christmas carols as well as French, 
German, Austrian, Ukrainian and Spanish carols. 
The audience will be encouraged to sing along on "0 Come All Ye 
Faithful," Feliz Mendelssohn's "Hark! The Herald Angels Sing," and Franz 
Gruber's "Silent Night, Holy Night." 
The concert is free and open to the public. 
Grant Writing Workshop 
There will be a grant writing workshop on Dec. 7 from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
in Dining Rooms A and B of Kryzsko Commons. 
The workshop, led by Nancy Peterson, WSU director of grants and 
sponsored research, will offer a help session on writing grants. Gary Eddy 
will offer advice on applying for Bush Faculty Development Grants. 
Students for Choice meeting 
WSU Students for Choice will meet today, Dec. 5, in Dining Room B at 8 
p.m. All are welcome to come and meet State Senator Steve Morse who will 
be in attendance. 
Men's track meeting 
There will be a WSU Men's Track meeting on Thursday, Dec. 6 at 5 p.m. in 
Room 210 in Memorial Hall. See Coach Henderson in Room 141 Memorial 
Hall, if you can't attend the meeting. 
Art exhibition 
An exhibition of selected paintings and sculptures from the Paul Watkins 
Collection of Winona State University will be on view in the campus's Watkins 
Gallery through Dec. 6. This is the second of a series of show begun last year 
highlighting various facets of the Collection, which was presented to the uni-
versity during the 1920s and '30s. 
The present show contains works of various styles and idioms including 
Impressionism, Genre, Victorian and Academic art. Although the names of 
Adolphe-Louis Gaussen, Bernard-Louis Borione, both French, and the Ameri-
can Frederic Ede may not be immediately recognizable to today's audiences, 
they were notable figures in the early decades of the 20th century. 
The exhibition is instructive for the light it sheds on the collecting interests 
at that time of well-to-do Americans such as Paul Watkins. Generally such 
collectors were conservative in their tastes, preferring narrative content, some-
times sentimental subjects, and most of all representational styles. They tended 
to eschew the more radical avant-garde approaches during the rise of modern-
ism at the beginning of the century. 
Impressionism, at one time a controversial style, was by the 1920s quite 
popular with American collectors. It is represented in the present exhibition by 
three fine examples by Gaussen. 
The Paul Watkins Gallery is located in Watkins Hall at the corner of King and 
Winona Streets. Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays. 
Homecoming meeting 
' Finalization of the 1991 Homecoming theme will take place on Jan. 8, 1991, 
in Dining Room B of Kryzsko Commons at 4 p.m. Please bring your ideas. 
Everyone is welcome. 
Pep Band practice 
Anyone with musical background is invited to attend WSU Pep Band 
practice this Friday, Dec. 7 at noon in the bandroom in the Performing Arts 
Center. The practice is for Pep Band's performances at Warrior men's 
basketball games. Pieces include "Walk the Dinosaur," "Feel Good," and the 
theme from "The Simpsons." 
U-PAC meetings 
The University Planning Activities Committee (U-PAC) meetings are held 
on Mondays at 5 p.m. Check at the U-PAC office in the Student Union in 
Kryzsko Commons for meeeting locations. Help bring the stars to Winona. 
FCA meeting 
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes meets from 7 to 8 p.m. on Wednes-
day, Dec. 5 in Dining Room A, Kryzsko Commons. Tonight, Sister Shirley 
will speak on death and dying. 
Get out and get involved. Don't sit inside all winter, join us for fun, 
fellowship and food. All students are welcome. 
Editor's Note: Submission deadline for"What's Goin'On"is noon on the 
Friday prior to the nextpublication date. Submissions will be run according 
to event dates and space. 
NURSING OPPORTUNITIES 
WITH A BONUS 
( AGE REQUIREMENT: 21 - 52 ) 
We have $5000 for nurses with BSNs 
who want to be a part of our health care 
team. We offer a competitive salary and 
benefits package along with the pride and 
respect that comes with being an Army 
officer. 
Check with your Army Nurse 
Representative to see if you qualify. 
Call COLLECT: (612) 339-8005 
ARMY NURSE CORPS 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE 
454-7000 
685 W. 5th 
Open Late 
* Tax Not Included Free Delivery Not Valid With Any 
Usually In 30 Minutes * Other Coupon or Offer.No Coupon Necessary 
* Valid Every Wednesday 
WSU men cagers begin 2-3 
By JONATHAN MAZE 
Winonan Staff 
The Winona State University men's 
basketball team, who came into this 
season with hopes of improving on 
last year's 15-15 record, lost their first 
two games ero route to a 2-3 start on 
the 1990-91 season. 
WSU's first two losses came at the 
Mankato State First Bank Tip Off on 
November 16 and 17 as they were 
outscored 139-101. WSU came in last 
place in the four team tournament. 
"We're coming along slowly at this 
point and this could be caused by our 
injuries to our big people," assistant 
coach Mark Bambenek said. 
The Warriors opened the season 
with a 71-47 pounding at the hands of 
the Mankato State University Maver-
icks at the Mankato tournament. WSU 
shot a dismal 35% from the field and 
were unable to generate any kind of 
threat to the Mavericks. 
WSU was led by Matt Lingenfelser 
with 16 points and Tom Brown with 
13. Chris Conlan chipped in 15 for the 
Mavericks. 
Lingenfelser, a 6'4" power forward 
transfer from Carthage College, has 
averaged 16.4 points and 4.6 rebounds 
for the Warriors. 
In the second game, the Warriors 
again had trouble shooting as they 
were bounced by the Northern Michi-
gan University Wildcats, 68-54. 
WSU, which made only 19 Of 56 
field goal attempts, was again led by 
Lingenfelser with 18 points and 7 
rebounds. Darren Miller, despite a 
dismal night shooting, added 11 for 
the Warriors. N. Michigan's Dan 
Goesky led all scorers with 19. 
The Warriors got their first win at 
the expense of St. Olaf with a 85-75 
overtime victory over the Oles. 
Miller, with the score tied 66-66, 
missed a chance to win the game 
with 13 seconds left in regulation. 
WSU then outscored St. Olaf 19-9 in 
the extra period that included 8 
straight free throws made by the 
Warriors. 
WSU was again led by Lingen-
felser, who scored 17 points despite 
fouling out midway through the 
second half. Brown added 16 and 
Pat Hayes chipped in 14 for the 
Warriors. Mike Moes of St. Olaf led 
all scorers with 25. 
See Basketball, page 14 
Jennifer von Allmon/Asst. Photo Editor 
WSU's Trampus Budde scrambles for a loose ball among St. Mary's defenders last Wednesday night in McCown gymnasium. 
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WSU women's basketball starts 3-0 
Warrior women off to one 
of their best starts in years 
By TONY TORTORELLO 
Asst. Sports Editor 
Carol Dose/Photo Editor 
Senior , Lisa Parsons penetrates the baseline against Lori slum as the Warriors cruised to a 80-60 victory. Parsons led 
Prondzinski of Viterbo last Thursday evening in Talbot gymna- the scoring with 23 points. 
Desire, Determination, and Dedication is 
the motto of the Winona State University 
women's basketball team, and it seems to be 
working as the Warriors have won three non-
con ference games to go undefeated to start the 
season. 
This has been the best start for Coach Alice 
Simpson in her four years, and the team began 
its young season in Decorah, Iowa. Luther 
College was 1-0 when they tipped off with the 
Warriors. WSU trailed throughout the game, 
but took the lead with only five minutes re-
maining in the game and held on to win 78-72 
despite Luther's full-court pressure. 
Greater defensive pressure proved to be 
the turning point for WSU. 
"Alternating guards with quick feet and 
pesty hands took Luther out of their game 
plan down the stretch," Simpson said. "I credit 
our gals for pressing hard at the end. It was 
their desire to win that certainly pleased them 
and me." 
The Warriors only double figure scorers 
were senior Lisa Parsons and sophomore Tina 
Esch. Parsons, a 5-foot-11 center, connected 
for a game-high 31 points as she made 15-23 
field goals. She also grabbed seven rebounds. 
Esch, the point guard, had 20 points on 7-14 
shooting. Esch led WSU in assists with three. 
"My 31 points came mostly on inside scor-
ing, the team was running and pressing well," 
Parsons said. 
The Warriors next two victories came 
against University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire 
and Viterbo College at Talbot Gymnasium. 
Eau-Claire came into the game with a 3-0 
record. The Blugolds_,began the game with a 
1-2-2 press which caused the Warriors two 
turnovers, but after breaking the press WSU 
controlled the flow of the game. 
In the first half, the Warriors transition off 
the press and ball movement against the 
Blugolds man to man defense gave WSU a 
40-33 halftime lead. 
"Eau-Claire came out cold in the first half, 
but I knew if we didn't shoot well in the begin-
ning it would be a long night," Simpson said. 
WSU came out with a man-to-man defense 
and the Blugolds climbed back into the game 
by rebounding and forcing WSU turnovers. 
Eau-Claire drew within one point of the War-
riors at 69-68. But down the stretch it was Par-
sons and Esch. Parsons grabbed an offensive 
board and put it back up to make it 71-70, then 
Esch put the game away with the last four 
points. Esch ended the game with 17 points 
and hit three out of five from the three point 
line. Parsons added another 17 points and 
Julie Hunger, a senior guard, threw in 14 
points. 
"We are shooting 50 percent 
from the floor and if we keep 
that up we will surprise a lot 
of teams." 
Alice Simpson 
"The win was a combination of inside and 
outside shooting," Hunger said. "Last year it 
was Lisa, now we have a balanced attack of 
shooting from the outside." 
The Warriors, who improved to 3-0, 
knocked off Viterbo College 80-60 last Thurs-
day. The V-Hawks showed up with just five 
players on their roster. WSU played man-to-
man defense, and WSU's fast break was too 
much for the V-Hawks. 
The 20 point win wasn't an indication of the 
style that WSU plays. 
'Them having only five players didn't mean 
we would win easily, they really dictated how 
we played," Esch said. "We played according 
to them." 
The Warriors were led by Parsons with 23 
points. She got all of her points from the field. 
Leading rebounder was Kerri Teske with 10. 
WSU outrebounded Viterbo 55-29. Hunger 
added 18 points and Esch had 15 points. 
Coach Simpson feels her team can go eight 
players deep but is impressed the most by a 
different statistic. 
"We are shooting 50 percent from the floor 
and if we keep that up we will surprise a lot of 
teams." 
WSU was in action last night against Uni-
versity of Wisconsin-LaCrosse when the 
Winonan went to press. WSU's next game is on 
the road against the College of St. Scholastica 
on Dec. 7. The Warriors then travel to Saint 
Mary's College on Dec. 10. On Dec. 19, they 
play at Lewis College and then participate in 
the St. Joseph Invitational on Dec. 21 and 22. 
Next, they travel to UW-Oshkosh for another 
road game and then finally come home on Dec. 
30 for a game against St. Ambrose of Iowa. 
Football team 
wins finale 
Destroys UM-Morris 34-7 
in Metrodome Classic 
By JIM ANDERSON 
Sports Editor 
The Metrodome in Minneapolis proved to be good luck for the Winona 
State University football team as they crushed the University of Minnesota-
Morris 34-7 in the Metrodome Classic on Nov. 18. 
The Warriors finished the season at 2-9. 
"I wish we had another game," coach Tom Hosier said. "We saw signs of 
this the last four games. We would play well for a half, but not be able to put 
a whole game together. If you do things right, eventually things will work 
out. We played a good football game today and it was fun." 
Jason Mitchell led WSU, completing 17 of 38 passes for 261 yards and 
three touchdowns. Mitchell also threw no interceptions. 
Dan Schumacher caught seven passes for 110 yards and two touchdowns 
while Bryan Schroeder had three interceptions and one return for a touch-
down. Rob Illies also intercepted three passes as the Warriors broke a school 
record with seven interceptions. 
On Nov. 10, WSU played its last Northern Intercollegiate Conference 
game of the year and was beaten 41-12 by UM-Duluth. 
WSU led 6-0 in the first quarter on a 9-yard pass from Mitchell to Schuma-
cher. The Warriors were only able to muster a 79-yard kickoff return by Tim 
Hanson as they lost 41-12. 
WSU finished the NIC conference season at 1-5. 
"Duluth was the best team we played this season and we played them 
fairly even in the first half as we were down only 12-6, but we missed some 
opportunities or we might have even been ahead at the half," Hosier said. 
'The second half was all Duluth." 
Mitchell finished the year 137-298 for 2,304 yards with 22 touchdowns. All 
of these totals are school records except for completions, which Mitchell set 
in 1987 with 152. 
For his career, Mitchell was 465-963 for 6,025 yards and 48 touchdowns. 
All of these marks are school records. 
Schumacher finished the season with 51 catches for 999 yards and 14 
touchdowns while Tim Hanson set a school season record with 602 yards in 
kickoff returns. 
On defense, the Warriors recorded a school record 26 interceptions with 
Schroeder leading the way with nine. Sophomore Darin Glazier led the 
teams in tackles with 117, 34 solo tackles and 83 assists while sophomore 
Tom Olson was second in tackles with 34 solos, 70 assists and five sacks. 
Wayne Wicka led the Warriors in sacks with five. 
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Playing "the Chi" 
Carol Dose/Photo Editor 
A WSU student demontrates the Chi" during half time of last Thursday's women's basketball game, 
Fair is fair in my mind 
With Access Plus Long Distance 
Service Talk From the Dorms is Cheap 
Total 
Telecommunications 
Services 
• 800 Service 
• Travel Card 
• Digital Fiber Optics 
• Long Distance Guarantee 
Access Plus is a Minnesota 
Corporation. We understand the 
needs of our neighbors. We give 
direct response to problems and 
questions. Our Customer Service 
staff is located near your campus 
for fast friendly service. 
Flafiff. 
FIPLUI 
I 1 	1 /minute 
Winona to Los Angeles 
Night & Weekend Rates 
Reps from Access Plus will be 
in the dorms: 
Dec. 5 4p.m.-6p.m. 
Dec. 6 11 a.m.-1p.m. 
4p.m.-6p.m. 
Call Toll Free: 
1-800-658-7000 
CONNECTING MINNESOTA TO THE WORLD 
/minute 
Winona to Minneapolis 
 
MEN Loulza. Room 
POLICY FOX borne 1.1 
AO A-Dal irrArgt utitSS 
&Parra is Os abezo! 
sar4K. Yoa 
4/Tajo-IS  trthhOtra 
 
 
&ono 
3-GOULDAlj SPEcrLAL 
Look 
00 your 
best this 
itoCicia9 
season! 
cotor coact make 
the difference!! 
$5.00 off any 
color service 
expires 12/31/90 
F R 	El 
4 Pair of tube socks I 
with purchase of any 
pair of shoes 
Coupon exairmes Dec. 15th 1990a 
Extended Christmas hours / Mon - Fri 9 - 9/ Sat. 9-5/ Sun. 12 - 4 
• 
parlor- 	 den  
454-4516 
279 E. Third ..................................................................................................................................... 
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Basketball 	 
Continued from page 13 
WSU finally came home last Wed-
nesday and celebrated their home-
coming by trouncing their crosstown 
rival Saint Mary's College 80-62 with 
a 21 point effort by Brown. 
The Warriors played catch-up for 
the first thirteen minutes before scor-
ing 9 straight points on a 14-5 run at 
the end of the half to make the score 
32-23 at intermission. WSU then 
blasted out in the second half with a 
9-2 run that iced the game for the 
Warriors, who won their second 
straight game. 
Lingenfelser added 16 points for 
the Warriors. Mike Green led the 
Cardinals with 19 points and John 
Jimanez chipped in 17. 
WSU then traveled to the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin-Eau Claire and put a 
scare into the #1 ranked Bluegolds yet 
failed to score a point in the final 6:58 
of the second half and lost the game 
69-51. 
The Warriors were only down 31-
29 at halftime yet couldn't control 
Mike Johnson of Eau Claire, who 
scored most of his 24 points in the final 
seven minutes of the game. 
Eau Claire also dominated the War-
riors on the boards with a 41-27 re-
bound advantage. Johnson grabbed 
The past few weeks there has been 
a big controversy about female re-
porters being in men's locker rooms 
while they are showering after games. 
The Lisa Olson incident in New 
England and the Sam Wyche incident 
have made some big news in the sport-
ing world and because of one thing. 
Should female reporters be allowed 
in locker rooms while male athletes 
are showering? 
My answer is no. I have a quite a 
few good reasons for my answer. First 
of all, are male reporters in women's 
locker rooms while they are shower-
ing? In some circumstances, male 
reporters are allowed in women's 
locker rooms, but only in some clear 
situations. 
Do I think that is fair? I don't really 
think so. I think both male and female 
reporters should have a fair opportu-
nity in both situations. Fair is fair in  
my mind. 
Don't get me wrong, because I don't 
agree with what happened in the New 
England locker room. That was to-
tally uncalled for. It shouldn't have 
happened. Olson shouldn't have been 
in the locker room while they were 
showering. It wasn't Olson's fault for 
what happened, she was just doing 
her job. I think female reporters, along 
with male reporters, should have a set 
area in which to interview an athlete 
and not have to go through the kind of 
humiliation that can happen. I really 
think it should be a fair situation for 
both reporters and this would equal 
things out. 
I also take my hat off to Cincinnati 
Bengal coach Sam Wyche for what he 
did. Wyche refused to allow a female 
reporter in the locker room after the 
game to interview his players. I think 
that was a great move. Wyche just  
wanted to have the female reporter 
wait until after the players had show-
ered and were in less embarrassing 
situations. And what does the NFL 
do? Fining Wyche $40,000 was one of 
the dumbest things NFL commis-
sioner Paul Tagliabue has ever done. 
My personal opinion is that fair is 
fair with regards to the situation. 
Female reporters should n't be allo wed 
into male locker rooms while they are 
showering and vice versa. 
The obvious solution to the prob-
lem which I've mentioned before is to 
have a definite set area that both male 
and female reporters could go to do 
their interviews. They could get their 
interviews and not have to worry 
about the embarassing situations that 
have happened in the past. It's the 
best way the solution to the big prob-
lem of reporters in locker rooms. 
17 of those for the Bluegolds who 
remained unbeaten for the season. 
Lingenfelser had another nice game 
for the Warriors as he netted 15 points 
and seven rebounds. Miller also had 
15 for the Warriors. 
Bambenek said the Warriors still 
have to work on a few things. 
"We need to work on rebounding 
much better because if we don't re-
bound a little better it may be a long 
season for us," he said. 
WSU plays their next two games at 
home against Mt. Senario College on 
Saturday, Dec. 8 and The College of St. 
Scholastica on Monday, Dec. 10. 
"Mount Senario will be a tough 
test for us," Bambenek said. 
econoltfoods 
The Big Name For Value 
PHARMACY • DELI * SCR kSCN :AKERY 
COMPLETE FLORAL 0 97 d VIDEO RENTALS 
OPEN 24 HOURS • 7 DAYS A WEEK 
WINONA STATE„. THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT ECONO FOODS 
1858 SERVICE DR. WINONA , MN 55987  
• Cartoonist 
• Assistant Variety Editor 
• Reporters 
• Photographers 
• Assistant Business Manager 
Winonan Forum 
As a place for readers to discuss with other 
readers an issue, topic or concern which 
interest them, the Winonan Forum section was 
introduced at the beginning of this year. 
Apply in 
person to 
the 
WINONAN 
office located 
in the lower 
hyphen of 
Kryzsko 
Commons, 
or call: 
457-5677 
°457-:,119 
Sports Guest Columnist ALL POSITIONS 
PAID 
The Winonan sports section is looking for sports 
enthusiasts to put their two cents in and write a 
column! 
Take advantage of this opportunity and 
let others know what you have to say in 
the Winonan 
*** Commentaries and Columns, may be dropped off in the Winonan office before 
Friday at noon prior to the next publication. Names must accompany submissions. 
The Winonan reserves the right to edit submissions for content, clarity and space. 
Submissions will run in order received. 
FAST FUNDRAISING 
PROGRAM 
'1000 
Earn up to $1000 in one week 
for your campus organization. 
Plus a chance at $5000 more! 
This program works! 
No investment needed. 
Call 1400432.0528 
Ext, 50 
IN 
JUST 
ONE 
WEEK. 
19,278 to choose from — all subjects 
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD 
800-351-0222 
in Calif. (2131477-8226 
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Asslatance 
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025 
Custom research also available—all levels 
Toll Free 
Hot Line 
Professional Papers Inc. 
11,000'S Research Papers On-File! 
Custom Writing Also!!! (Ruch Service) 
Send $2.00 or Call For A Catalogue. 
MC • v isn • AMEX .► 1-800-447-2431 
10835 Santa Monica Blvd. (#201) W. Los An cies, CA 90325 
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WORK FOR THE VIIINONAN 
Applications being taken now 
for the following positions: 
Winonan 
Classifed 
Rates 
Addressers wanted  immediatelYt  
No experience necessary. 
Excellent payl Work at home, 
Call toll-free: 1-800-395-3283 
Thinking of taking some time off 
from school? We need 
MOTHER'S HELPERS/NAN-
NIES. We have prescreened 
families to suit you. Live in the 
exciting New York City suburbs. 
We are established since 1984 
and have a strong support 
network. 1-800-222-XTRA. 
NANNIES NEEDED 
Well known agency has the 
perfect job for you in Connecti-
cut. Loving families, top salaries, 
room and board, air fare paid. 
CARE FOR KIDS, Dept. W PO 
Box 27 Rowayton, CT 06853, 
(203) 852-8111.  
NANNIES 
Be a Nanny: Come experience 
life in the EAST, while doing 
something you enjoy-- caring for 
kids! Call now for an application. 
Nannie Network, Inc. 
1-800-US-NANNY 
Best Fundraiser On-Campus! 
Looking for a fraternity, sorority 
or student organization that 
would like to earn $500-$1,000 
for a one week on-campus 
marketing project. Must be 
organized and hardworking. 
Ashley/Jeanine (800) 592-2121. 
Cruise Ship Jobs 
HIRING Men - Women. Summer/ 
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS, 
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEL. 
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean, 
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico. 
CALL NOW Call refundable. 
1-206-736-0775, Ext.600N  
Winona Daily News has part-
time opening for telephone sales 
reps and distribution inserters. 
Insertion applicants must be able 
to lift up to 50Ib frequently. Apply 
in person at 601 Franklin St. by 
Dec. 7 EOE/M-F. 
:‘,17748E....: *Via** • Sralitil 
RESEARCH PAPERS 
AMBITIOUS, OUTGOING, 
ORGANIZIED & MOTIVATED? 
Campus representatives needed 
to promote our affordable, top of 
the line Spring Break trips to 
Daytona Beach and Panama 
City Beach, Florida. Earn free 
trips and money while earing 
valuable business experience. 
Great fund raisers for student 
groups & organizations (fraterni-
ties, sororities, business 
organizations). Call Mike at 
Travel Associates 1-800-558-
3002. 
Spring Break Mazatlan: Trip 
incls air, 7nts Idg, free nightly 
beer party, dsct cpns, beach 
evts. College Trips 1-800-366-
4786. 
FREE SPRING BREAK VACA-
TION CANCUN! COLLEGE 
TOURS, THE NATION'S 
LARGEST AND MOST SUC-
CESSFUL SPRING BREAK 
TOUR OPERATOR NEEDS 
ENTHUSIASTIC CAMPU S  
REPRESENTATIVES. EARN A 
FREE TRIP AND CASH. 
NOTHING TO BUY - WE 
PROVIDE EVERYTHING YOU 
NEED. CALL BOB @ 1-800-
395-4896. 
Mountain Bike For Sale! 
Specialized Rockhopper 
Bargain basement price = $300 
Call Steve 452-0296. 
Hey B-Z-G's 
We would like to formally thank 
you for Friday night. It was a 
blast. Let's do it again. 
Fraternally yours, The Men of 
PHI LAMBDA PHI 
My Dearest Candy: 
You don't know what you've 
gotten yourself into. 
Love, THE BOYS 
Hey Twins! Never thought you'd 
see this in here. You too Mark. 
Joe K. PLURF is stupid. 
Lamas are the key and you both 
are loomises. Let's go skiing 
over break... Oooh, happiness. 
By the way does notions have 
turkey pencils anyway? 
Yo, students! Got a special 
message, an inside joke you 
want to express to someone? Do 
it in the Winonan personals. 
They're quick, cheap and easy. 
Only 250 per line. Just stop- in 
the Winona office in the lower 
hyphen of Kryzsko Commons. 
Deadlines are Monday s at 6pm 
before Wednesday. 
TRAINING FOR HIGHLY 
RESPONSIBLE STUDENT- 
LEAD POSITION 
The Winonan, WSU's student 
newspaper is seeking a busi-
ness-minded individual to 
manage a $60,000 budget and 
oversee 40-50 employees for the 
next school year. Because this 
position requires long hours and 
dedication. The Winonan wishes 
to begin training during Winter 
quarter. The training is paid. If 
interested, call 457-5677. Ask for 
Glen. 
Students 
.25/line 
LocalBusinesses 
.50/line 
Winonan 
Deadlines 
Monday at 6pm 
prior to the Wed-
nesday issue 
Winonan Office is in 
the lower hyphen of 
Kryzsko Commons. 
457-5677 
DUBUQUE 
BONELESS 
HAMS 
WATER ADDED WHOLE 
$ 1 59 
LB 
PLUS GET '5.00 BACK WITH 
REFUND AT RIGHT! 
CORN 
MIXED VEG 
PEAS 
GR BEANS 160Z 79 GREEN GIANT VEGETABLES 
JACKS PIZZA 
AUNT JEMIMA 
WAFFLES 
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FRESH FROM OUR DELI 
YOUR CHOICE 
ARCADIA SPLIT FRYER 
CHICKEN BREASTS /ER 
 Largest Locally Owned Super Market' . 
126 East 5th Street 
7 a.m. to 10 p.m. - 7 Days A Week 
NORTHERN 
GROWN "WE'RE YOUR 
CENTER FOR" 
BE SURE TO PICK UP YOUR 
FREE 
MOVIE TICKETS 
THIS WEEKEND'S 
FAMILY MATINEE IS 
"PROBLEM 
CHILD" 
WISCONSIN 
FRESH 
PRICES GOOD T 
LEAN 
STUFFED PORK CUTLETS 
2 4 9  
EXTRA LEAN 
GROUND BEEF 
$ 1 9 LB 
C
MAPLELEAF 
I 
A LA CORDON
HCKEN  
BLEU 	A LA KIEV 
STATE FAIR 
CORN DOGS 
" REG OR BEEF 
LOUIS RICH THIN SLICE 
TURKEY BREAST 
ERA 
LIQUID LAUNDRY 
DETERGENT 
ovengoasted 
TulkeyBreaSt  
41b. AIL 
ERA 
JOHN MORRELL 
SLICED 
BIG BOLOGNA 
FRESH FROM OUR BAKERY 
LB 
95% LEAN 
WILSON 
APPLE OR 
PUMPKIN 
PIES 
YOUR CHOICE 
$ 1 " 
IGA 
CHICKEN NOODLE OR 
CREAM OF MUSHROOM 
SOUP 
10.5 OZ CAN 
44€417,4 
RICE 
KRISPIES 
Abir 6-73 • . 
GAL SIZE 
DIAL 4 PACK 
BAR SOAP 
r __AMU 	- -MIMI SIM IBM I•- 
$5.00 REFUND*BY MAIL I *To receive a 55.00 Refund Check by mail, first 
PURCHASE TWO of these Kellogg's! cereals 	Name 	  
(any combination, 12.3 oz. or larger ): 	 UWAse c.o.) 
Kellogg's, Rice Krispies? Cracklin' Oat Elrart7 , Address 	  
Gispir' or Kellogg's Frosted Flakes, AND 
(Store Name, Product, Size Quantity, etc.). 
Then fill out this form, enclose it in a stamped 	Cny 	  
envelope along with the Universal Product Code 
(UPC) symbols from the 2 Kellogg's cereals you 	State 	 Zip 	  
purchased, AND the cash register receipt with 
Kellogg's cereals and (Featured Product) circled. 
Mall to: KELLOGG'S 55.00 REFUND OFFER 
P.O. BOX 5043 
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49016-5043 	 or.o.ox coi-roviv Oi990Kekopo Co'no+mr 
MEN • i■ - 
CV30 	ROBIN HOOD 	1009 I 
FLOUR 
REGULAR OR UNBLEACHED 
I 
25 LB. BAG $2" WITH COUPON I 
WITHOUT COUPON *3.49 I 
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER. GOOD AT 	1 
MIDTOWN FOODS. EXPIRES 12111190 
Wtir 
Hood 
prpose flour 
PREGO 
SPAGHETTI SAUCE 
MEAT, MUSHROOM, PLAIN $ 
	4 9 32 OZ 
FREE MIDTOWN  BREADSTICKS 
WITH PREGO PURCHASE AND COUPON I 
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER CUSTOMER. GOOD AT MIDTOWN 
FOODS. EXPIRES 12.11.90 I 
CV50 
VORMINIUNMS 
1.110%•. 
BUTTERNUT 
GROUND COFFEE 
39 OZ CAN 
$399 
DUNCAN HINES new 
CAKE 
MIXES FLAVORS 7 a 
DUNCAN HINES 
FROSTING 
11.3 OZ 7 9 
CAN 
WOW! 
KELLOGG'S 
RICE KRISPIES 
13 OZ 
OR CRISPIX, 
12.5 OZ 
Ths W m,o accompany your rm.,: am may no be rnecnan.any 
reprooucC WE MUST HAVE YOUR ZIP CODE ED Lail ORDER 
Mei pea onty e‘ US O. one reunel per person anO/or adOress 
Mo. E-E .eecs b round elehely 
OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 14, 1990. 
FRESH PRODUCE SAVINGS 
KEMPS HOLIDAY NOVELTIES 
TREES, SANTAS, SNOWMEN 6 PK 
OMATOES 
10 LB 
RUSSET 
POTATOES 
5 LB RED DELICIOUS 
APPLES 
1 69 
3 LB 
YELLOW 
ONIONS 
13IRDSEYE 
COOL-WHIP 
TOPPING 
MARGARINE 16 OZ 
SAUSAGE, PEPPERONI, HAMBURGER 
SAMPLES THURS-FRI & SAT. 
idtown 
89' 
89' 
2,039c 
2.1" 
NAVEL ORANGES 
-ar 
le* 
*when you BUY TWO  MIDTOWN FOODS 
of these 
eggs ,941c cereals 	RICE 
(any combination, 12.3oz. or 	 ) : 	 KRISPIES  
FROZEN AND DAIRY SPECIALS 
